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Abstract 1

This report addresses issues of federalism and distributional equity
raised by the fund distribution mechanist& of federal grant programs in
elementary and secondary education The pretent intergovernmental arrange-
ments for distributing federal grants are criticized on multiple grounds and

two reform strategies are suggested: 13 distribution of

federal and non-federal funds aimed at particular edu tional problems, and.

21 delegating allocative authority to states in ways that do not sacrifice
federal ihterest. The 'present aid allocation formulas are deemed not so

much inequitable as insensitive. Suggested improvements include sitbstitution

of mdre precise and detailed needlindicators into the fordulas and incorpora-
tion of interstate and intrastate equalization provisions. The reporOs .

specific recommendations apply to najor'categoricai grant programs, the new
education block grants, and possible general aid prograds of the future.

. j
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I. BACKGROUND AND ISSUES,

Federal policy in elementary and secandary education is carried

out primarily by means of intergovernmental grants. Before passage

of the Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 (ECIA),

there were,'by one count,filearly 100 elementary-secondary grant

programs.
1 The major programs underwrote ser4ces for children

,
with special educational problems, including the disadvantaged,
. 4

the handicappee, aad,tha limitedrEnglish,proficiettl, heapgd

.finance vocational education; Opported attempts at'eduCational inno-

vationTinSsisted desegregating school districts; and Tiovided general

financial "assistance ("impact aid") to districts allegedly affected

by the.prsence of-federal activities. The ECIA co6solidated 30 to 46

programs (dependiag on haw one counts) a single.block grant,

but the remainder, incltding mos of the larger programs, retain their.

separate identities.
2

Expendit es for the elementary-secondary grant

programs have been cut sharply during the last two years tut still will

total approximately $6 billion for FY 1982.

FUND DISTRIBUTION MECHANISMS- ,

An essential element of each federal education grant program is a

fund distribution mechanism--a system consisting of-one or more And

allocation formulas and/or one or more discretiondry allocation pro.

cesses'whereby the fundd*propriated for the 2rogram are distributed

:Among states, school distric,ts, and sometiies other public or private

agencies. Each funding' mechanism has an intergovernmental structure--

a definite set of ,yoles for each participating'level of government and

a pattern of intergovernmental transactions. Sometimes these struc-

e

tures are Very simple,involving only a single procedure for dis-,

tributing federal aid to the ultimate recipient. For example, Impact

Aid funds are distributed directly to LEAs according to a formula pre-
..

scribed by Congress, and Bilingual Education grnnts are made to LEAs

through a federally operated discretionary process, More typically,

however, one method,is used to distribute funds among the states

(usually a formula), anda second method (either anoeher formula or a

nzi
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state7controlled discretionary process) is used to distribute funds to

local districts within each state. For example, vocational education

funds are distributed among states according to a statutory formula,

aad then among distrfcts according to state-developed formulas of a
2

0 I federally prescribed type. Moreover, some/programs use different

methods to distribute different portions of'their funds. Three-'0

fouils of federal grant funds for the handicapped under P.L. 94-142,

for example, are distributed,within states adcording to a federal

statutory formula, while the iemaining one-fourth is distributed at

state discretion. As the foregoing examples suggest, there is con-

siderable diversity among the intergovernmeptal structures established

by Congress for differentoeducation grant programs*, '

The individual components of fund distribution mechanisms--the

formulas and discretionary processes--also vary among programs. Fund
6

allocation formulas can be tharacterized by tha variaYles, or allw-

cation factors, that they contain, their mathematital forms, aad the

constraints, if any, imposed on aid entitlements. AS will be seen,

many recent and curtent formulas conform to a single, simple model:

allocation of aid in proportion to the number of persons in some

specified category (e.g., the number of school-age children) in each

state or local district. The discretionary allocation processe can

be characterized by their selection criteria, selection methods, and

prOcedures for determining grant amounts. Unfortunately, only limited

information is available on how these processes work'in practice.

Taken as a whole, each fund distribution mechanism (i.e., the combina-

tion of a particular intergovernmental structure and a particular set

-of components) plays a major rols in determining how the educational

and fiscal benefits of the program will accrue to the children aad

taxpayers of different jurisdictions.
3

POLICY ISSUES

Fund distribution issues are among the most sensitive issues of

federal education policy, as is demonstrated by the "formula fights"

that erupt periodically in Congress when new programs are born or old

ones reauthorized. The stakes in these debates are often high. The

choice of a distribution mechanism deterwines not only "who gets how
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much"--the most fundpmental question of.practical politics--but also

how the power to allocate money is divided between the federal and

state levels of government. Thus, issues of federalism as well as

issues of distributional equity are involved.
,

Federalism tasues

The fedeialism issues concern the roles_ of federal and state govern-

ments in distributing federal aid.
4-

They include*the'question of how

authority should be divided between the two levels -(specifically with

. respect to the allocation Of federal aid within states), whether aad how dis-

tributigns of federal aid and state aid for related purposes should be

coordinated, and how, and to what ektent, control over the dihcibution

of federal money can be delegated to ,the states.
5 At the concrete

level of program design, federalism issues translate into concerns

about the appropriate tntergovernmental structure for.particular pro-

gkams: Should federal aid flow directly to districts or be Channeled

through the states? Should federal or state authorities prescribe the

intrastate distribution of funds; or should that responsibility be

shared, and if so, how? Shoulthformulas or discretionary processes be

used at each stage of the allocation process? These questions are
kV

taken up La Chapter III.

Equity Issues

Questions of equity in the distribution of federal education aid

are similar-to questions of equity in school finance generally. The

overriding issues are whether the present fund distribution mechanisms

are designed to allocate funds equitably among states and LEAs or, if

not, whether they can be reformed to do so. Following convention, one

may distinguish between horizontal and vertical equity;.that is, do the

present allocation methods ensure equal treatment Of equally situated

states and LEAs and appropriately unequal treatment of states and LEAs

facing.different educational and fiscal problems? For the present

analysis, however, it has proven-more productive'to focus on,certain

concrete, equity-related issues of program design:
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-Do the fund distribution meChanismi establish aa appro-

priate relaotionship between funding and educational.

needs? .

Do they (or should they) promote fiscal equalization

among states and adong the districts within each state?

o Do they take into account, Where and as appropriate,

variations in state and local.conditions?

Are discretionary processes, where used, fairly' desidned

and conducted?

Answers to these questicins cannot 1:4e wholly objective; they necessarily

depend on the equity concepts and criteria thdt one brings to the ptoblem.

Fortunately, two circumstances mitigate this problem: first,'that there

is a substantial &ore of-agreement concerning some aspects of equity

(e.g., that allocations should reflect educational needs), sad second,

that it is reasopably easy to trace the implications of alternative

values (e.g., regarding the desirability of fiscal equalization)-. The.

latter task is an intagral part of the equity analysis in Chapter IV.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The purposes of this report are to address the issues of federalism

and distributional equity raised by the fund-distribution mechanisms of

federal elementary-secOndary grant programs and fo identify and aSsess

possible reforms and alternative approaches.

The analysis covers the major current rant programs, selected

smaller programs, ind certairntrdISLAat ekis
,

- .

-since been cons iatt Under ECIA Chapter 2.- The selection t,.programs

for is intended to provide representation of the full ran
-

federa/ funding mechanisths used in flementarY and secondary education,

The greatest emphasis is placed on these major'grant programs; Aid for

Education,of.the Disadvantaged '(ECIA Chapter 1,-formet1y ESEA)itle I),
,

-Aid for Education of the'Handicapped (P.L.' 94-142), Vocational Educationt,

and Bilingual Education. In addition, a Special efflart is made to draw

implications regarding the new block grap.t progtam--both because ie is

new and because of its relevance to proposal& for largerTscale consoli-

d dation of education grants.
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This report examines the fund distribution mechanisms themselves
I

rather than the outcomes (i.e., the actual rant amounts) of the distri-cL

butionai process. Consequently, the analysis is primarily conceptual 4'

and theoretical rather than empirical. in this respect, the present
I

'effort complements earlier emparical studies of aptual fund distri-
4

. r

d

j

bution patterns under particular grant programe.) .. ,

I

The remainder of the report consists Of'four chapters. Chapter II
i

),

,

presents descriptive information on current and reglent fund,dis ribu=-

tion mecheniSms; 'Chapter III deals with the issues of federali4)M4 or

intergovernmental relations, in kind diAtriblition; 'Chapter iv assesses

the equity of existing and alternative distribution methods; and

Chapter V offers a concludinvdiscussion (if policy implications.

çt

_
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II. CURRENT AND RECENT GRANT DISTRIBU1ION MECHANISMS

,To proVide backgroUndiNfor the discpssion of issueS, this chapter
_

preaents descriptions of the distribution mechanisms of selActed
A .

elementarysecondary grant programs. . These desCriptions cove; pro-

grams in operation today plus certain progreis that existed prior

to the ECIA but that now have been subsumed under the new education
4

block grant. Onaly the'larger elementary and secondary grant pro-

grams are examined., and coverage is restricted mainly to programs

that idpport educational services for children, as Opposed tO progr"ams.

,that support research, staff training, or management functions. A feW

exceptions have ieen made to`ensure fhat all major types of fund pis-
,

tribution mechanisMS are represented. The ew block graneis among the

programs considered, lUt the description of ts funding mechanasm.should

be considered provisional, since it is tot ye clear how certain

features will be iMplemented.
6-

The information presented here is derjLved from statutes ind program.

regulations.
7

It waa not possible, with the scope of this inquiry, to

go beyond the regulations.to determine how the" Department of.Education

carries out cerai'n allocative proceases in praCtice. This, means, in

particular, that_certain'discretionary allocation processes are.nOt

completely descritied. It was alsomot possible to,conduct original

research on how states exercise the discretion afforded them under

'federal programs, as in establishing intrastate allocation formulas or
, -

making discretionary grants to local agencies; however, existing research

on this question has been taken into account. Uetermining how states

exeetise their powers to distribute federal funds would be a valuable

activity, but earlier studies have shown that it requires considerable

effort to investigate that sdbject for even a single program.
8

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GRANT PROGRAMS

Table 1 summarizes certain characteristics of the grant programs

that are germane in assessing the fund distribution mechanismst It

includes the following items;
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1. Program identification,

2. The current status of the program (i.e following

enactment of the Education Consolidation and Improve-

ment Act of.1981),

3. The level of funding of,the Program (in most gases,

prior to the 1981 ECIA legislation and budget

reductions);

4. The nominal duration of support\for each grantee,

5. The agencies eligible-to receive unds, and

6. The nominal purposes for which gra t funds are to

oef be used by the recipients.

Ps.2,

Anticipating the discuseion in later chapt ; several distinctions

broUght oUt by Table I are relevant in ssessing e fund distribution

mechanisms.

First, there is the distinction etween programs that are nearly

universal in covgrage--i.e., that se,e all--AiEAs within broad strata
,-

and programs that serve only selected EAs. ECIA Chapter 1, ESEA

Title I, Aid for the Handicapped, and Vo tiona Education fall into-the

former category, while Bilingual Education, Emergency School Aid, and

ESEA Titles rt and IVC are in the latter group. Different fund alloca-

tion methods are obviously required when all Members of a cl4s of

eligible recipients are to receive funds and when selection of.dlimited

number of recipients from a larger class of eligibles is part of the

distribution process.

A second relevane distinction is between programs intended to pro-

vide continuing support for a given service or class of pupils (ECIA

Chapter 1, ESEA Title I, Handicapped, Vocational Education) and programs

intended,to support special projects of limited duration (Emergeney

School Aid and ESEA Titles II and IVC)'.
9 Criteria for determining

"needs" for assistance and appropriate funding levels are different

in the two cases.

Third,, there ie an important distinction between programs that

support specific, identifiable services or services for particular

target groups (ECIA Chapter 1, ESEA Title I, Handicapped, Bilingual

Education, Headstart) and those that underwrite services in general or



Table I

GRANT PRGCRAM CHARACTERMICS; STATUS, MAGNiTUDE, UURATION, ELIGIBILITY, AND INTENDED USES or FUNDS,

SELECTED FEDERAL GRANT PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

'Program

Corrent
. Siatns

Level of Funding
($millions)"

Dueation of
Fuudinkb

ESEA Title I, jurrt A, LEAoperated Superseded 3830 (incl. Continuing

prgrams, baste grants by ECIA
Chapter I

part 13,

below)

ESEA Title I, part A, LEA-operated
programs, IucentIve grants:

Continuing d

ESKA Title I, part A, LEA-operated
programs, concentration grants

200 ) Continuing

ESEA litie I, parl.11, state-

opetated programs
(incl, with
part A,

above)

' Continuing

ESEA Title II, basic skills Im-
provement, part II Q state programa

Subsumed
under block
grant, ECIA

35 Project

Chapter 2 .

ESEA Title IV, part R, Insti'llc-

tional materials aud school
library resources

172 .Continuing

ENKA Title IV, part C, im-
provement lu local educational

91 Project

'practice

ESEA 'Title VII, strengthening 51 Continuing

SEA managcment

ENKA Title VI, Emergency 236 Projects up to

School Aid 5 ypars, but
extendable

ESKA Title VII, part A, bi-
lingual education programs

Remainv a
separate
program

175 Projects up to.
5 years, but
extendable

Impact Aid (P.L. 874) 790 - Continuing

1

Eligible
Recipients c.

Nominal Uses and Targeting
-of Funds

All LEAs (N)

All LEAs (il) in
states with programa
similar to Title I

All- LEAs (N) in
counties with high
concentrations of
).ow-income children

All states

Selected LEAs
(awardees selected
competitively in
each state)

All LEAs

Selected LEAs
(awardees selected
competitively in
each state)

All states

Selected LEAs
carrying out re-
quired or voluntary
desegregation

Selected LEAs

LEAs with certain
minimum nuthers or
percentagediof .

children whose
parents live and/or
work on federal
property

Supplementary services for educationally de-
. prived children in schools with high concen-
lrations of low-income childteR,

Same as above

Same as above

Supplementary services for handicapped children
In state schaols, neglected or delinquent .
children in state institutions, andlalgrant
.children

Special projects to improve basic skills in-

struction

Purchases of instructional materials and schoor
library resources, as definbd in the regulations

f Special projects to improve educational practice

Activities to "strengthen educational leadership
resources of SEAs"

Activities to facilitate accomplishment of de-
segregation plans

Special projects to establish and operate bl7
lingual programs for limited-English-proficlent
pupils

General aid; no restrictions'

Co
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Prop,ram

Current
Status

Level of Funding

($mi/lions)a

.Duratioq,of
Funding)

Eligible
Recipient&

,Nominal Uses and Targeting
of Funds .

rVocational Educaelon,
part A, state vocational
edecation programs

Handicapped, part 11,

assistance fur education of all

handi;.apped children (P.t. 94-142)

Adult Education, slate-
administered programs

Madstart

Educational Consolidation
and Improvement Act of 1981,
Chapter i, aid for the dls-
advantaged

Educational Consolidation
and improvement Act of 1981,

Remaips a
separate
program

I.

-
New (re-
places
ESEA
Title 1)

New block
grant

8.34

1496

120

778

3480

589

Continuing

Continuilag

Continning

Continuing

'Continuing

'Left to state
discretion

e All LEAn

Ali states and
.LEAa

All states; all
LEAs and.other
agencies

Designated public.
or private local
Readetart agencies

All states and
LEie.(4)

Ali skates and
LRAs

Support of vocational education programa
(portions aet aside for particular target
groups)

.

Pay excess costs of special education for handi-
capped pupils

e
Support adult education services-

Support pre-school programs for low-incomi
children .

Same as ESEA Title I

Any or allpUrposes of predecessoi programs

Chapter IL, block grant. to

-aLevels oi holding are the.amounts appropriated by Congrbss for e penditure in FY1981 prior to Ihe Reagan Administration's budget recissions, except
that the amounts showlIfor ECIA Chapters 1 and 2 are the amounts autuarized in the Omnibus Education Reconciliation Act of 1981, as reported in. the
Coogres.Oonal Record, July 29, 1981.

b
The term "vontInning" Indicates that continuing support is envisioned for as long as the grant program is authorized, andthat there is nothing

In the legislation to Indicate an AntentIon to terminate support at any point; it does not signify, of course, that reauthorization of ihe program is
automatir or can be taken fur granted. The term "project" indicates that the legislation provides explicitly for projects of limited duration%

ap

('Fite symbol "(M)" Indicates that there is a "de minimus" provision in the.legialation, limiting eligibility to LEAs that qualify for at least a
certain threshold level offending. In some inetances, LEAs are permitted to COrm consortia to satisfy this minimum scale requirement.

rhe Inventiv.e-grant portion of Title I has not been funded. It has been included in the table to illustrate a particular funding mechanism,
os Is expialued on p. 17.
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services for the whole.student population (ImPact Aid, ESEA Title IVB,0,

ECIA Chapter 2). Differeilt methods of quantifying "needs" for assistance
.

,Napply to the two categories.

Fourth and finally, a distinction not brought-out explicitly in the

table is between fecaral programs that provide large or dominant shares

of funding for the activities they support and programs that provide

relatively small add-ons.to the state and local funds available for .the

designated purposes. Only ECIA Chapter 1, ESEA Title I, and Headstart

fall unambiguously under the former heading, while such major programs.

as Handidapped and Vocational Education and, by definition, such general-

purpose programs as Impact Aid and ECIA Chapta. 2, fall into the latter,

category. As will be shown in the next chapter, the ratio of federal to

total support for an activity largely determines whether it is technically

feasible for the feddral governMent to'retain control over the.distribution

Of its own funds.

INTER OVERNMENTAL STRUCTURES

s explained earlier, the term "intergovernmental structure" is

used here to characterize theToles of federal, state, and local govern-

ments and the nature of transactions among the three levels under each-

elementary-secondarNrant program. Thè 'two aspects of intergovernmental

structure that are Moit important in assessing fund distribution mechan-

isms are (1) -the intergovernmental flow offunds--i.e., whether federal

funds go directly to LEAs, directly to states for their own use, or to

states for "pass-through" or redistribution to LEAs; and (2) the

authority or discretion vested in each level of government to determine

the distribution of fundsi.e., whether funds are allocated by formula

or discretionary process at each level and whether the formulas or

protesses are determined by the Congress, the federal agency, or the

states.
10

Table 2 characterizes the
intergovernmental structure of each grant

ogram by identifying th., federal and state roles in fund distribution.

The entry under "federal ole" indica't-e-SU6e-ther the flow of funds is ti)

LEAs or to or through states and whether that flow is contr011ed by a

statutory formula or subject to agency discretion. The,entry under

."state role" indicates whether the subsequent distribution of funds

within states (if any) is by formula or at state discretion and, if by -



Table 2

INTERCUVEUNMENTAL STRUCTURE: FEDERAL AND STATE moms IN DIST111011111IC FUNDS, SELECTED

FEDERAL WANT PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY AND SF.CONDMIY EDUCATION

Program

ESEA Title .1, part A, LEA-operated
progiama (compensatory edocallou
far tbe dlnadvaninge0

ENEA Tille I, part 0, otate-operated
programa thaodleapped In ntate
inattiotlonn, neglected and delinquent,

migrant nr

Federal Aole in
-Fund Diarribution

State Role in
F lllll 1 Distribution

ESEA Title II, baelc skilia improve-
mnt, part 8, state programs

ESEA Title IV, part 0, instructional
materialn and schnel library resources

.F.SFA Title IV, part C, Improvement in

!peal educational practice

ESEA Title VH, tfirengthening SEA

management

ESEA Title VI, Emergency Schnoi Aid

sESEA likle VII, part 1, bilingual
education programa

impart Ala (I'. i.. 874)

!
Vocational Education, part A, atate

vocational education programs

Handicapped, part R, assiatance for
education of all handicapped children

Adult Edneation, mtate-administered
programs

allocateo f la by 'Statutory formulato

LEAs if data are available, otherwise to
c [Jen; pays funds to states for pass-

throngh.to LEAn

ED nilocaterr funds to states by statutory

formula

ED allocaten funds to states by stattLry

o forofila

Eh allocates funds to Otates by statutory

formula

Eh allocates funds to staterr by ototutory

formula

ED allocates fonds to otates by statutory,

formula

ED Makes Discretionary grants mainly to LEAs.,-'

aleo to states and'other agencies

ED makes discretionary granta to LEM:

A .

ED allocates funds to LEM: by atatutory
formula

ED allocates funda to statas.by statutory

kormula

ED allocates funds to Catateo by statutory'

formula 7

ED allocates fonds to states by statutory

formula

Demist:la
IlliSh makes discretionary grnnts to designated

local ileadstart ngencies, public or private

(Same as ESEA Title I)Educailon Consolidation and Improve-
ment Act of 1981, ilaapter 1, aid for

the disadvantaged

Educatioo Consolidation nnd Improve-
mem A. of 1981, Chapter 2, block

grant to states

ED allocates funds to states by statutory

formula

o

State aliocates loads to LEAs within countien, but
state ingerction is limited to selecting the poverti

mermen:Au tree ln a federally specified formula;
state also allocates funds between LEAs that aerve
the same territory., and among LEAs In cases whore

many LEAs overlap county lines

States use f In directly or make discretionaty oitb,

grants to LEAs.or otheragencies

States make discretionary subgranto to competing

LEArt and other agencies

States allocate funds to LEAs according to ntate-
designed formulas of federally specified type, re-
flecting federally specified allocation factors

States mrtke diacretinnary oubgrants to-competing

LEAs

None--ntates are the final recipients.

No state rold in distribution to LEAn, except right

to comment

No state role in distribution to Ms, except °right

to comment

- None

States allocate funds to LEAe according to state-
"'designed formulns thnt reflect federally specified

prioritie avid allocation factors

State distribotea 15 percent of funds to LEAs by

,federal statutory formula; uses the remaining' "

25 percent of f is,directly or.distrihutes tint, ,

as rtiscretinnary grants to LEAs

State makes Alocretionary grants to.LEAn and other

agencies

Stateosty disapprove applications of local agenclea

3
ED U. Department of Educatiou.

DRS U.S. Deportmeut of Health and Unman ServiCeo.
1

(Same an ESEA 'Title I).

State distributes at least 80 percent of fonds to

LEM; according to stnte-designed formulas of fed-

eraiiy specified type, reflecting federally speci-
fied allocation factors; remainder fur oat: of

stote or dintribotion at state discretion'
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formula, whelltheiLthe formula isfederally prescribed or state-designed.

The table 'shows that six different intergovernmental.structures have
Ass4

been established to distribute elementary-secondary grant funds:

1. Distribution to states and 'passthrough to LEAs

according to federal statutory formula: ESEA

Title I,\Iioart A, Handicapped (in part), ECIA

Chapter 1.

2. Distribution directly to LEAs according to federal

statutory formula: Imp-act Aid.

3. Distribution tostates according to federal statutory

formular no subsequent distribution to LEAs: ESEA

Title I; part B (in part), ESEA Title VB.

4. -Distributia to states according to federal statutory

formula and subsequent distribution to LEAs accord-

ing to state-designed formulas; ESEA Title

Vocational Education, ECIA Chapter 2.

5. Distribution to\states according to federal statutory

formula and subsequent' distribution to LEAs at state

discretion: ESEA Title I, part B (in part), ESEA

Title II,*part B, ESEA Title IV, part C, Handicapped

(in part), Adult Education.

6. Distribution of federal discretionary grants directly

to LEAs: ESEA Title VI, Bilingual\Education,

Headstart.
11

When the intergovernmental structures (Table 2) are compared with

background characteristics of the programs (Table,1), several interesting

relationships emerge. Federal control over the distribution of funds

has been asserted strongly in all grant programs aimed 4t federal pro-

tected target groups--ESEA Title I and its successor ECIA Chapter 1,

..,,44A for the Handicapped, BilingualEducition, and Emergency School Aid.

(ESEA Title VI). .Under the firs.t two of these programs, which serve the

universe of LEAs, federal formulas govern the distributions of funds both

among and wfthin states.
12 Under the latter two, which serve only

. .

20
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selected districts, federal discretionary grants are made directly to

the LEAs, with no 'state involvement in the distributional process. It

appears theft little state discretion has been allowed Where civil rights

concerns are-paramount or-where national goals with respect to special-1

need pupils are at issue. In comparison, states have much.more control

over fund distribution in ateas where targeting of funds is a,less

sensitive issue.
13

There is also a relationship between the putative duration of

assistance.and the fund distribution method. Programs that provide con-

tidding support for educational services tend to rely on formulas for-
.

- I .

both interstate and intrastate fund distribution, while programs that

support finite-duration projects teild to rely on discretionary allocation

rocesses, at least within states.
14

Finally,-itois noteworthy that certain funding artangemencs are.not found

at all.among the elementary:seeondary grant progtams. There is no instance in
. .

which Congress has delegated to the Department of Education the power to.deNase

a formUla; rather, all federal formulas are, Specified in'the.:statutes.

Also, in-no instance has-the Department been permitted to exercise dis-
.

cretion indistributing funds among the statee.- In inarked contrast,

dongtess has,given the Department. broaddiscietion under programs

(Bilingual Education and Emergency School Aid) that channel funds to a

relatively few, selected districts. These pattetns and/or idiosyncracies

will be explored further in the discussion of federalism issues in

Chapter IiI.

FUND DISTRIBUTION FORMULAS

a

The larger elementary-secondary rant pr.grams have employed explicit

mathematical formulas to distribute funds among the states, and the very

latgest programs--ESEA Title I, ErCIA Chapter 1, Aid to the Handicapped

Vocational Education, and Impact Aid, rely on formulas to distribute

funds to local distriets as well. This section deals first with federal

statutory formulas for distributing funds among states" and LEAs and then

with the federal rulesgoverning stdte-designed formulas for aPportioning

funds ameng.LEAs.
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Federal Statutory Formulas

Table 3 summarizes the main featureg of the federal statutory

formulas. All the programs listed have interstate disttibution formulas,'

and three programs, ESEA-Title I, ECIA Chapter 1, and Aid for Education

of the Handicapped, also have.statutory formulas to distribute funds

15ci
within states. The Impact Aid program, the only education program

that distribUtes formula grants to LEAs without regard to State

boundaries, is a special case and is not included in the table,.
16

The

table identifies the alAcation factors in eacn'formula; distinguishing

between pupil or -Child counts and all other factbrs14he mathematical

forms of the formulas; and any constraints imposed on state or-local

entitlements. 111.ese features are discussed irzseqiuence below. .4

A/location FActors. Every program tepresente4 in the tablejelies

oh a cqunt of Some category of children, pupils, or other persons in each

sate or LEA as itg major fund allotatpn factor.
17 In.many cases, the .

only-factot considered in distributing funds is the number:of individualsk

in the stipulated category. Reliance on these person counts has gen-

erally been justified on the grounds that the number of actual or potential

service recipients is a measure of the "need" for services and hende of the

appropriata level'of federal assistance.

Perhaps the most important point brought out by.the person-count

column of the table is that there is considerable variation in (1) the

breadth, or specificity, of Person-count variables used to distribute

different grants, and (2) the degree to.which these person counts are

logically related to the program or gervice for which funds°Are provided.

some cases, the relationship between the allocation factor and the pur-

pose of the program is reasonably clearcut. For instance, funds to .

support compensatory education for the disadvantaged_are allocated.

according,to counts of low-income pupils, and funds for education of the

- handitapped are distributed according .to the number of handicapped

children served by special-education programs. IA other cases, however,

a much broader variable, the number of school-age children in i state,-

is the basis for allocating funds. The issue of appropriate,breadth or

specificity7--together with Other issues ooncerning the selection of

person-count variables--is taken up in Chapter IV.

c'

Fvo



'Program

Table 3

FORMULAS FOR DISTRI1TTIN8 FEDERAL FUNDS TO STATES, SELECTED FEDERAL
CRANT PROGRAMS IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION

'Variables Included in Tbrmnia

Pupil or Child Counts Other Vafiables Mathematical Formula

Constralmts on
Allocations

ESEA Title I, part A, LEA- Low-lncome in each

operated programs, basic LEA or countya

grata ti

ESKA part A, IA-

:out I ve gantsr

ESEA T4Ife I, part A,
couraorlration grants

J

K8HA.TItIe I, part II,

stiite-operated programs

....ySEA1171-tle JI, 'part 8,

Nilerl programs

ESEA u.r, parts

C, .1.1" '

ESEA Title yr (formula
for apportlOnIng a cer-
tain portIon'of ESAA
funds amook 1-Malosr

I. Low-incoMe children in
excess ;4-certain inna-

pert; or percentagg'S

of all chlldren im each
rbtintya

P2. l Mow-icome chicdre 'nin
each countyd

. Migrant children in
state '

2, liandlcapped,children
served in state-
operated schools

3, Neglected and de-
linquent children In
state institutions

School-age-children, 5-17,
in state

School-age children, 5,17,
In state

Mlnority-group children,
5-17

'Per pupil expenditure in state
(but not less than 80 percent
nor more-than 120 percent of
per pupil expenditure,in U.S.)

State spending for programs
similar to ESEA Title 1.

Per pupiloexpenditure, as
for basic program, above

Per pupil expenditure; as above*

LEA or county allocation
proportional to product of

number of low-income pupils
and per pupil expenditure
in state; state allocations
determined'by aggregativ
.local allocations

r-
Matching of state
spending for qualitying
programs (up to 50 percent

of stateoutlays)

County allocatiOnm gro-
°portions+ to pro4Uct of
basic grant amount'and
ratio of excess'low-
inLome children to all
Fhildren in county; state
allocation determined hy 6

aggregating county allo-
cations

Funds for each category of
child proportional to the
product of the nuMber of
children in that category
and per pupil expenditure
in the state

Allocation in proportion
to number of school-age
children

Alrocation in proportiom
to number of school-age
children

Allocation of 175,000 to
each state, plus re-
mainder in proportion to
number of minority-group
children

de mluimus ruleb

No state to receive more
tban 10 percdnt-of
incentive grant funds ,

NG State ho receive less
than 1/4 of 1 percent,of,
all concentration grants

_

Wo less than $50,000 per
.state

1. No less'than $100,000
per state

2. Hold-harmless relative
to FYI978 allocation

)



Variables InCluded 111.Formula

pupil or Child Counts ' Other Variables Mathematical Fermula
Constraints on
Allocations

Vocai hinad Edneat lOn;,

part A, state vocational
educ:alon pxograms.-

handicappc!d, part IS,

assislante for educa-
Lion of-alCitandi
capped chil(1 ren

headstart (formula for
apportioning a certain
portion of Headstart
fnulls among states)d

Adult Education, state-
administered programs

Education Consolidation
and Improvement Act of
1981, Chapter 1

Education Consolidation
and improvement Act of
1981, (:hapter 2

I. Population, 15-19
,PopnlUion, 20-24

3. PopulatiOdw 25-65-

\

Handicapped citiifiren,. 3-21,"

. who are receivlei-special
education (but dt.more than
12 percent ofai children-

.

.,5-17) .

1. AFDC recipie
Children 0-5
Iles with ince

\ below the pove

,Adults who do not h
high school diploma
Tluivalent

School-age population,
5-17

'7

Per capita income of state

1

Same as ESEA Title 1, parts A lind B

et,

SpecIfied fractions of
the a Able funds are'
distrib ted In proportina:
to eacl population count,
each multiplied by an
allotment ra(lo, which
Is a,negativeltinctlOrt
of per Capita, income

.

Allocation in proportion
to nuSher of handicapped' .

children receiving special
education

Equal'amounts'distributed
in proportion to the Mon
child-count factors

Allocation of $150,0 0

to each state, plus
remainder in proport n to
number of adulto witl1it
high ochool diploma

HUld-harmleso rel./Ape
to FYl976_allocation

2. State 'must match.the'
federal grants1-

1. de mitilmtis ruleb

2. Uold-harmless relative,
to FY1977 allocation

3.. State must match thg 25
percent otate sharer::

Each-etate's allotmenE"to
increose each par at
least 50 perceet ao fast
as the total appropriation

t,

Allocation in proportion
to school-age population

No state to receive less'
than 0.5 percenr of all
Chapter 2,grants

_,-

"Sinco nactment of the'Edncational Amendments of 19711,.the definition of "tow-income children" for the purpose of computing Title I allocations
has become very complicafed. Different counts of low-ince* children, from different data sources, are used to allocate different portions of the
the Title 1 appropriation. For details; see ESEA Title '1-':Sec. 111.

hT
he de minimum rule specifieo that an LEA must qualifyTlor a certain minipum amount of funds to receive a Title I grant.

cThe incentive grant pprtlon of Title I is unfunded butle, includeChere to represent a "true" matching formula, as opposed to the fixed-amount
matching formulas in Vocational Education and Handicapped (tree note f, below).

Federal graotti are awarded dIrectlyto local agencies under these progtams, but an apportionment formula is used to determine' the total aMount
of federai money to be distributed tolocal agencies in eaclklitate.

e
The allotment ratio is defined as 1-.5(Yi/Y1), where Yi 4c,yer capita income in state i and Yn is per capita income in the nationt-but no

state's allotment ratio may be greater thIet 0.6 or lens-than
f
Vocational Education and Handicapped require "flxed-amount"matching of federal, funds (in the case of,liandicapped, only the- 25 percent state

share of the grant must be matched. .The'tekm "fixed amount" Meaps that the size of the federal grant, and therefore, of the state 'co:Attribution, is
-predetermined. In contrast, a "true" matchleg formula, such .4:the Title:I incentive grant formula provides grant funds equal to'a specified
fraction, or multiPlo, of state spending-The state determineshe amount of federal aid, within-limits, by its own spending decisions. .
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The number of variables other than person counts that appear in the

education grant fo4aulas is surprisingly small. Under ESEA Title I (and

now unaer ECIA.Chalter 1), the level of educational expenditure per

pupil in each stak is taken into account in allocating funda.for.both

LEA-operated and s ate-operated programs. Under the Vocational Education

program, allocatiols to states depend on an 'allotment rAtio,"which is

a negative:function...of state per capita income. All other formulas

represented in Table I distribute funds solely according tcp counts of

pupils or other persons, without regard to other fiscal or educational

characteristics of.the states or localities. The paucity ntfactOrs in

the existing formulas raises the issue, discussed in Chapter IV, of

whether potentially relevant variables have been omitted from the fund

disttibution mechanisms.

Mathematical Forms. Most of the programs rely on simple proportiona4

allocation formulai, whereby each. grantee's share of a program's,appr:O-

priation is the same as iti Share.of the total number of, individUals in.

the United States who falrinto the specified person-count category. For

instance, under Several programs a state's percentage of the "pot!' is the

same as its percentage of the children aged 5-17 in the U.S:. Two pro-

grams, Vocational Education and Headstart, use weighted% multiple-faccor

proportional:allocation formulas,under which different.fractions of the -

,

available funds are allocated in proportion to different person-count

'variables. In thescase of Vocational Education, numbers of persons in

the age groups 15-19, 20-24, and 25-65 are assigned weights of approxi-

mately .59, .24, and .1t, respectively:
18

In ikhe case of'Headstart,

equal shares of. the Available.funds are allocated in proportiOn to the

number of AFDC recipients and the number of children of-.agas 0-5.in

families with incomes beIoW the poverty line. A few prograMS allow a

relatively small flat grant to each state but provide for proportional

allocation of the remainder (ESEA Title VI, Adult Education).

The programs whose formulas inClude variables other ths:4 person

counti, ESEA Title I, ECIA Chapter 1, and Vocational. Education, allocate

their funds in proportion io4dijusted person counts. Thai is,,each

state's share is computed by multiplying the person count by the appro-

1,riate adjustment factor, and then comparing the resulting product with

the sum of the corresponding products calculated for allthe states.
19
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Two departures from the propotional allocation method are note-
,

worthy. The formula for allocating ESEA Title I concentration grants

(carried over to ECIA Chapter 1) contains the same factors as the basic

Title I formula plus an additional multiplicative factor, the per-,

centage of law-income Children in excess of a specified concentration

threshold. This'illustrates the use of an incidence measure (the

percentage of low-income children); also, it demonstratei that the grant

. amount may be a nonlinear function of a'person-count variable (in this
20

case, the- number of low-income children). The Title I incentive grant

formula (also carried over to ECIA Chapter 1) illustrates the use of

a matching grant. Under-It, each state's grant is proportional ,(subject

to a ceiling) to the amount that the state spends for programs "similar"

to ESEA Title I. Thus, the state's own fiscal choices determine its

share of the incentive grant funds. In comeatison, two other prOgrams

' with matching provisions, Vocational Education and Handicapped, offer

only-"fixed-amount" matching: each state's entitlement is predetermined,

and states are required to match those amounts as a condition for

receiving the aid: These fixed-amount matching requirements are not

part of the fund distribution mechanisms, since they do not affect

the size of a recipient's grant entitlement.

In sum,'the elementary-secondary grant programs have relied on a

limited range of very simple formulas. In contrast, federal programs

in fields other than education use more sophisticated formulas, capable

of taking into account multiple characteristics of jurisdictions

(examples include the General Revenue Sharing formula and the Community

Development Block Grant formula).
21

Also, many states have developed

school finance formulas that take into account more factors, and do

so in more sophisticated,ways, than do the federal formulas.
22

The implications of relying mainly on simple, single-factor formulas are

examined in Chapter IV.

Constraints on Allocations. State and local entitlements under
,(

some programs are subject to constraints, which supersede the basic

formula in instances where they apply. Five types of constraints are

represented in Table 3: (1) a lower bound on the number of dollars to
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be allocated to each state (ESEA Title II, ESEA Title #I, Vocational

Education; (2) a lower bound on the percentage of a program's appro-

priation to be allocated to each state (8SEA Title I concentration

grants; ECIA Chapter 2); (3) an upper bound on the percentage of the

appropriation that may be allocated to a state (ESEA Title I incentive

grants); (4) a lower bound on the rate of increase in each state's

entitlement, relative to the tate of increase in the total ap"propriation

(Headatart); and (5) a"hold harmless"%equirement; stipulating that a

state's entitlement in one.yeer.shall not be less t4an that state's

entitlement in some previous year (ESEA Title VI, Vocational Education;

Handicapped), There are also constraints incorporated within the basic

'formulas themselves. Under the Handicapped program, for example, a state

is entitled to a certain'amount of assistance for each handi9apped pupil

served, but the number of pupils that may be counted is limited to

12 percent of the state's school-age Children. Under ESEA Title I and

Vocational Education, the adjustmentfactors in the formulas (based,

respectively, on per pupil expenditure and per capita income) are not

permitted to reflect the full range of interstate variation in those

variables. All these constrainteserve to limit the range of entitle-

ments that would otherwise exist under the basic formulas..

Federal Rules Governing State-Designed Formulas

Prior to the passage of ECIA in 1981, two federal programs, ESEA

Title IVB and Vocational Education, required states to develop their own

formulas for distributing funds among LHAs. In both cases, federal rules

stipulated dhat the state-designed formulas must take into account

certain priorities and factors. ESEA Title rya has now been folded into

the block grant to states. However, the importance of this approach to

intrastate allocation has increased because the new block grant itself

(ECIA Chapter 2) requires states to develop formulas that incorporate

certain federally specified allocation factors.

The ESEA Title IVB and Vocational Education specificatiofts are (or

were) as follows:

ESEA Title IVB provided that federal funds should be apportioned

among LEAs according to>enrollments in public and private schools within

each district, adjusted to provide higher all9cations to (1) LEAs whose

9
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tax effort to support education is substantially abbve the state average

but whose per pupil expenditure is beloW average, and (2) LEAs with the

greatest numbers of costly-to-serve children, "such as children from

low-income families, children living in sparsely populated areas, and

children from families in which English ispot the dominant 1anguage."21

The implementing regulations specified further that any LEA receiving

additional funds under the adjustment provision must receive extra funds

per pupil at least equal to the amounts distribdted on the basis of.

enrollment. To satisfy this rule, each state had to establish,a multi-

part formula, distributing a portion,of rhe available money among all ,

LEAs according to enrollment aad.the remainder among those LEAs %deli- -

fying under the so-called adjustment factors. The issdes of ratiodality

and equity raised by this procedure are discussed id later Chapters.

The Vocational Education Act sets forth'a series oUrdles gOverning

state-designed formulas.
24 First, states must "give.priority" to dis-

tricts that

(i) are located in economically depressed areas and areas

with high rates of unemployment, and are unable to

provide'the resources necessary to meet the vocational

education needs of those areas without Federal
assistance, and

(ii) propose programs which are new to the area'to be

served and which are-designed to meet new and

emerging manpower needs and job opportunities in the

area and, where relevant, in the States and the

Nation....

ci

Second, states aie directed to distribute funds according to "economic,

soCial and demographic faCtors relating to the need for vocational

education among the various populations and the various areas of the

I

State," including as the "two most important factors" (a) the relative

I financial ability of each LEA to provide resources for vocational educa-

tion, and (b) the relative dumber "(Concentration of low-income families

within each LEA. Third, states-are told'not to distribute funds among
,

LEAs merely in proportion to enrollments or by matching local expendi-

(tures at a uniform percentage.rate,llor to deny funds td any recipient

making a reasonable tax effort solely because that recipient is unable

30
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. .

to pay the nonfederal share of the cost of new programs. Significantly,'

nothing is said about how the various "priorities" and "factors7 are to !

,---,

be combined into a singleyformula, nor about the weights that.must be

assigned to the various factors when they are "taken into account." F01-3-

this reason add others, a number of policy.problems have been created by

the current Vocational Education rules.

The new block grant program, EdIA Chapter ,.adheres in some

respects to the ESEA Title IVB and Vocational: Educatioh prototypes.

reqUires each state to distribute not less than 80 perCent of its
!

Chapter 2 grant among local agencies

according 0 the relative enrollments in public and noh-
public schools.within the school districts- of such agen-
cies, adjudted, in accordance with criteria approved by the

secretary, to provide higher per pupil allocations to local

educational agencies which have the greatest numbers or
percentages of children.whose education imposes a higher

than average cost per Child, such as--
(1) children from low-income families,

9 (2) children living in economically depressed urban
and rural areas, and

(3) children li1 king in sparsely populated areas.25

Note that while this language recognizes the problem of special-need

children, as do the requirements of ESEA Title\IV and Vocational Educa-

tion, it parts from the two earlier programs in not also identifying limited

ability to finance education as-a relevant factor. Note also that nothing is

said about the degree to which allocations should be skewed in favor of

districts with high concentrations of costly-toLeducate children.

Recently issued Department of Education regulations for ECIA

Chapter 2 add nothing to the above statutory language. In fact, the

Department of Education has explicitly disclaimed any intention of pro-

ducing more specific standards or guidelines, indicating instead that

the Department will approve any formula "reasonably calculated to produce

an equitable distribution of funds with reference to the factors listed

in [the statute].
26 What the statutory requirement will mean-in practice

Consequently remains to be determined.
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DISCRETIONARY ALLOCATION PROCESSES'

Discretionary.processes have beep used by federal agencies to

distribute certain grants directly to LEAs and by states to distribute

federal funds among their 1:EAs; as authorized by federal statutes

Reliance on distretiOary processes is greatest where funds are either

distributed to relatively few LEAs with special needs or problems or

awarded to the winners of ptoject-grant competitiOns. Table 3 under-
-

states the role of discretionary processes because it indludes few of

the smaller grant programs, which relied on them mostheavily.' This

section deals fitst with the federal discretionary processes and:then

with federal rules governing the discretionary processe6 operated by the

statei.

Federal Discretionary Allocation Processes

Three important federal edUcation programs, Bilingual Education,

Emergency School Aid (ESEA Title VI), and Headstart; provide (or pro-

vided) direct discretionary grants to local agencies. Certain aspects

of the discretionary processes, especially the allocation criteria, are

specified in the applicable laws and regulations. Other aspects, such

as the methods used to rate applications according to the stated- cri-

teria, are not prescribed by the formal legal structure and consequently

are less accessible to scrutiny. This inquiry:unfortunately.ia limitec

to the former aspects. A stlly, of the latter aspeCts would probably be

valuable to policymakers but would require detailed investigations,

including interviews and reviews of reCords)within the individual;tyo-

gram offices.

The Bilingual Education Act (ESEA Title VII) and its regulations

,establish detailed criteria for selecting grantees but Say almost

nothing about the selection process itself.. The statetient of criteria

is in two parts. First, the regulations lay out-a rating.scheme under

which points,are awarded to proposals from the LEAs according to the

following schedule:2!
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tt.6

1. Need (based on the percentage of the
. limited-English-proficient (LEP)
children to be served who have not
previously been served under the

Act) 10 points

2. Need (based on the pet ntage of

LEP children to be served who are
from low-income families) 5 points

3. Rationale for selection'of project
site and participants 10 points

4. IastrUctional approach 15 points

5. Performance objectives 15 points

6. Evaluation plan 15 points

7. Quality of personnel 20 points

8. Commitment and capacity. 20 points ,

7

But the resulting scores do not determine the winners. Rather, accOrding

to the regulations, the numerical ratingsTare to be consVeted aS one

factor, along with a number of' other factors naked la the Act itaelf.

These additional f a ors include (a) the need to serve children who have

"historically been derserved" by bilingual education programs,.(b)ithe

desirability of distributing funds in proportion to thegeographidal .

distribution of children of limited English.proficiency throughout the

Nation," (c) the "relative [financial] ability" of LEAs tO carry out

bilingual education programs, and (d) the "relative numbers of persons

from low-income families" to'be benefited by.the prograMs.'
28

Both the subjectiye nature of Some criteria in the rating scheme

(e.i., "commitment and capacity") and the tequirement to take into
J

....--- ,

account the aforementio ed./additional factors (with unspedified weights)

provide tremendous leeway to program administrators. The formal legal

framework conveys very little information about how-gtantees ard actually

rated and selected and how rant amounts are determined. It would take

both an analysis of past aw rds and applications and a field study of the

selection process to fill t is information gap.

The Emergency School id program (ESEA Title VI) was also supposed

to distribute grants acco ding to formal allocation criteria prescribed
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in its rtlations. tThese regulations established, first, a detailed

mathematical procedure for ranking applicants according to (a) the

change over time in the degree:of racial'isolation in their districts,

and (b) the anticipated change in minority concentration in the appli-

cant's sdhools under the-applicauea desegregatiOn_p1an.29 Once_ranked.

the applications were to be "considered for award" in r#k order within:.

each state according to the following criteria, for wh ch no weights

were specified:
30

A. Relevance of project objectives to the desegregation

plan,

B. The magnitude of plan-related educatibnal needs
addressed by the project,

C. Realism of the applicant's timeline,

D. _Quality of the proposed methods,

E. Effectiveness of the proposed management plan,

F. Qualifications of the key personnel,

G. Adequacy of resources to carry out the project,

H. Adequacy and reasonableness of the proposed budget,

I. Quality 'of the evaluation plan,

J. Quality ofathe applicant's assessment of effects on

"traditionally underrepresented groups," and

K. Degree of commitment of commUnity educational-

resources. -

Nothing is said about how or by whal these ciiteria are to be applied,

nor about the'respective weights to be accorded the listed criteria and

the aforementioned numerical rankings.

Here,- even more than under the Bilingual Education program, the

/-
stated Criteria allow axtremely wide leeway for the exercise

of administrative discretion, and the formal structure itself conveys

very little about how the process works. To learn more, one would have

to investigate the inner woikings of4the selection process (necessarily
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.a.retrospective inquiry, since ESEA Title VI has been folded into the

new block grant).

The Headstart regulations specify criteria for choosing among

applicants as follows
:31

The basis for making a selection among applicants for a
Head Start program shall be the extent to which the appli-
cation.selected reasonably promises the most effective and
responsible Head Start program of the apiirovable applica-

tions submitted in terms of (a) the cost-effectiveness of
the program proposed to' be provided; (b) the qualifications
and experience of the applicant in planning, organizing,
and providing comprehensive child development services at
the community level; (c) the provisions made for direct
participation of parents in the planning, conduct, and
administration Of the program; (d) the opportunities pro-.
vided for employment of target area residents_ and career
development opportunities for paraprofessionals and other
staff; (e) the suitability of the facilities and equipment
proposed to be utilized in carrying out the Head Start
program; and (f) the administrative and fiscal capabilities,

of the applicant to administer, all Head Start programs
cartied out in the cothminity.

Once again, no particular selection process is prescribed in the regu-

lations, and little information about the actual workings of the pro-

cess can be gleaned from the formal strUcture.
32

Federal Rules Governing State-gun Discretionary Processes

The federal prograds that give states discretion to distribute

federal funds among their.LEAs generally impose few restrictions on the

state-run allocation processes. The following examples illustrate the

minimal degree of,iederal control:

Mhder the Migrant Education program (part of ESEA Title L'part B),

states are authorized to establish their own crigeria for.project

approval. They are directed to afiocate funds =Ong the selected local

agencies according to the number of Children to be served, the nature

and scope of the services,,and "any other criteria developed by the

State relevant to matters of the-State migrant education program.
03

Under ESEA Title II (state programs to improve basic skills), the

federal regulations defined eligible types of projects' .relatiVely pre-

cisely and sPecified certain items of. information that each grant

A
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application had to contain but-said nothing about procedures or criteria

to be used by the states to select grantees and allocate funds among

them.
34

4,

Under the Handicapped Act, there are to stipulations at all

'regarding how states &6414-allaaate7funds ta LEAs -(if-the itate-chooses

to make sudhallocations) from the 25 percentof federal funds reserved
a

for use at the states' discretion.
35

Under ESEA Title In (projects to improve educational practice),

the states were told only to distribute funds on an "equitable,,Com-

petitive basis."36

One program that goes somewhat further is Adult Education. The

program regulations direct the states to conduct a competitive process

and to develop selection criteria that "take into account" eight factors,

whia are similar to the factors prescribed for the Bilingual .

Education and Emergency School Aid programs. Each state must.

also include in its state plan a description of the method to be used

in,allocating fUnds among the approved applicants 'As in the federally

operatdd discretionary programs, these requirements appear to leave

ample room for administrative discretion.
37

States exercise virtually full $ower to shapatheir own discretionary

fund allocation processes under these programs.itthe federal legal frame=

'work provides few guidelines,'much lesa constraints., It WdUld take an

ambitious study,nrcOvering at least a sample- of states, to develop even

rudimentary descriptive information on how this .domponent of the federal

fund allocation-systeM actually operates.

iff
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III. FEDERALISM AND FUND DISTRIBUIION

This chapter deals with,issues of intergovernmental relations, or

federalism,-In-the distribution of federal education grants to statei

and loca1i4s. It asks: Do the existing intergovernmental arrange-

ments make sense? Are they compatible with and helpful in promoting

the purposes of the grant programs? DO they provide the framework for

an equitable distribution process?

For concreteness, the issue of whether present arrangements "make

sense" is broken down into seVeral more manageable questions:

o Is there a reasonable division of responsibility for

fund distribution between the federal government and.

the states? Is there a rationale for the present

differencesin federal and state roles under the

different prOgrams?

sA,

o Do the present arrangements promote coordinated dis- .

tributions of federal and nonfederal funds that finance

similar programs or services?

o Are there workable arrangements for sharing allocative
4

responsibility between the federal government and the

states, or for deZegating auth rity to the states?

1\\\..pIn 14-addition, there is the cro s-cutting po y question, which arises

wherever present arrangements seem deficient:

o What alternative int rgovernmental structures merit

consideration for th future?

/-

For expository convenience, a distinction is made between the

foregoing federalism questipns, discussed in this chapter, and ques-

tions of equity, discussed in Chapter v. It is evident, however,

that the two issues overlap. One criterion for judging whether :

the present fediral-state ilivision of responsibility is reasonable ie

?t.

1/1

.17
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whether it promotes distribUtional equity. Accordingly, equity issues

are considered as they arise in the federalism discussion, although the

full discussion of equity queStions is deferred to Chapter rv.

FEDERAL AND STATE ROLt1--1?FUND DISTRIBUTION

The central issue of federalism is the division of power among

different levels of government--ia this case, the division of authority

between the federal government aad the states to allocate federal educa-

tion funds. Some views on this issue are strongly grounded in ideology.

Those who see no legitimate federal role in education are likely to

oppose any exercise of federal control, including control over fund

distributions within Aetes; those who believe that the federal govern-

ment should pursue educational goals neglected by or resiated by.the

states are likely to favor as much federal control as is necessary to

accomplish the putative national/purpose. Ideologies that give rise to

conflicting views of federalism in education are not within the purview

of this paper. Rather, a narrower aad more tractable form of the

division-of-power question is considered: given the present programs'

and their purposes, as stated by Congress, do the present federal-state

divisiona of allocative authority make sense; if not, whatalternative

federal and state roles might be preferable?

'A starting point for the analysis of federal and.stite roles is the

observation that these roles vary sharply among programs. As, shown in

Chapter II, the intrastate distribution process is entirely or almost

entirely federally controlled in some cases (ESEA Title I, part A,

Bilingual Education, Impact AiA), partially federally contplled in

others (Vocational Education? ESEA Title IVB), and wholly state-

controlled in still others (ESEA Title I, part B, ESEA Titles II and

IVC, Adult Education). A partial rationale for these differences,

already suggested, is that federal control has been asserted where

there is a federally protected target group and/or a civil-rights motive

for federal aid, while distributions have been left to the states under

less sensitive programs. Yet this explanation Slone is not compelling.

That the federal goal is "sensitive" does not necessarily imply that

the goal is'best achieved by retaining control over allocations atlhe
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federal leVel. Nor is the nature.df the educational goal the only,

relevant program characteriStic0 As will be show4. it is-diffi-

cult to arguei once'other program attributes are t*ken into account,

that the present arrangements make.sense in some of-the more important

federal programs.

,

The Feasibility of, Meaningful FederalControl

Before asking whether federal control over with*tate.distribu-
,

tions of aid is desirable,,one should establish that rch control is

meaningful. Ia it realistic to believe that prescribing how federal aid.

shall be allocated can influence the distribution of f5nds or services

among LEAs? Had that question been consi4ered by Congress when it

established grants to support vocational education :i1144

education for the handicapped, the fund distribution meekanisms of those
\'

programs might now have very different forms. e

The most important determinant of whether the federal'government can

influence the district-level distribution of funds is thejedema share

of financial support for the program or service in question7:. Where that

share is dominant or large, as,in compensatory education, federal pre-

scriptions mean something; where the federal share is smal4 as

ia vocational education and education for the handicapped, prescribing

how the federal money should be distributed is an'empty gesture. In

both vocational and handicapped education, there are ten of more

state and local dollars for every federal dollar. Consequently, no

matter what diStribution of. federal aid is mandated, that distribution

can easily be offset bi redistriblitign of the muck larger moneral

share: In these situations, it makes ao sense for the federar!government.

to specify how the federal grant.funds shall be allocated unlesS'.it is
.

prepared to control the'-distribution of state and local funds aswell.

Prescribing how a small fraction of the available funds shall be'dis-
,

tributed is ea exercise in futility; it can havelittle influence.vn the
,

% actual distribution of resources and services among the LEAs.

1'
The misconception that presumably motivates attemPts to contr4 .

1

the LEA-level distribution of aid even where the federal role is'

small is that distributions of nonfederal money are unaffected

a

,
,

,

. i .
,
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by the federal giants. If that were true, then federal grants, though /)

relatively small, could affect the overall distributiol aethe margin. It

would be possible, for example, for the federal government to channel extra,

funds to urban, IOW-income, or other preferred categories of'districts. It

is naive, however, to'believe that federal funda will simply be superim-

posed upon the distribution of nonfederal funds tat wonld have exidted

in their absence. Realistically, _state governments have both the .means

and the motive to take the distribution of federal iid into account when

deciding how to distribute their own fun s for dathorical programs. If,

for example, a state considers that fedekal aid is too skewed in favor

of urban districts, it can "correct" by skewing its own aid somewhat.less

in favor of the cities than it ould have in ;he absence of the federal

funds. Even where federal aid constitutes a substantial share of the

available funds fo5 a given program, the 'power of the state to reshape

its own distributiOn mechanism in response to the federal mechanism

means that state rather than federal pFaferences are likely to prevail.3
8

The possibility that meaningful federal control can be asserted
f

is further diminished where fedeial-folipnlas aprily to only a portion of the

federal funds. Under the Handicapped program, lor example, the federal,gdvern-

ment prescribes hol.p75 percent.of federal aid shall be distributed to LEAs; the

remaining 25 percentjan be distriied at state discretion (or retained for

the State', own use).. By manipulat g the discretionary 25 percent, a state

can make4khe overall 1istribüion.df funds look very different from.the

federally prescribed pattern Of theother 75.percent.39 Suppose, fOr instgfi0e,

that a state believes that aid for education of the handicapped should reflect

the leVel of special-education outlays in'each LEA, while the federal government

prescribes a uniform allocation per handicapped pupil, regardless of the level

of outlays. By directing its discretionary funds to "high-outlay" districts,

the state could, in effect, overrule the federal decision.

The last point has direct implications for the new edncation block

grant. Under that program (ECIA Chapter 2), each state must distribute

80 percent of its grant to LEAs by beans of a state-designed formula of

federally specified type; the remaining 20 percent may be distributed or

used at State discretion. The combinatiOn of a discretionary 20:pefcen
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\.and partial state cofiltrol ov\the remaining 80 percent probably makes

this distribution mechanism indistinguishable in practice from 100 per-

cent state discretion.

Another-piOgram characteristic that determines whether federal control

over the intrastate distribution of federal funds is attainakle

is the specificity of the.purpose of federal aid. The more sylecific the
e

purpose, the narrower the target group, or the more separate the aided

activity from the regular education program, the better the chance of

effective.control. Thus, the federal government is more likely to be

able to influence resource distributions under targeted programs like

E$EA Title I .and Headstart-than'under a program like ESEA Title IVB,

which though nominally a subsidy for instructional materials,effec-.
/

.
tively. provided general aid. The pcissibility of influencing the

actuardistribution of resources is.smallest under an unrestricted

aid program or block grant, since any specified distribution of the

federal aid is.eSsily nullified by a tiny change in the- distribution

of state general aid to districts.

Thus, while.federal authority over the intrastate Aistributidn

of aid can Always be asserted in name, such assertions mean little

.in fact under most federal programs. Fedeial,control,is rendered

infeasible by the small size of the federal-contribution under the
1%Han4icapp4ed and Vocational programs and by the general purpose of the

aid under the Chapter 2 block grant. Even under gsEA Title I (ECIA

Chapter 1), &here circumstances favor federal cdatrol, the federal govern-

ment!s potential influence varies from state to state, depending on whether

aad to what extent the state supports coMpensatory education. Where

the state contribution is substantial, as in New Yoreand California,

the state can deploy its own money in a. way that alters the federally

specified pattern. There is no effective barrier ln federal law or

regulations to such offsetting state behavior.
40

Ideological arguments

notwithstandini, it makes little sense to assemfederal control Tier

district-level distributions except where either (a) federal' fund-.

ing is dominantf or (b) the federal government controls the distributions

of nonfederal as well as federal binds.

4
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The Desirability of Federal Control

Even Assuming that federal cOntrO1 over the within-state distribution

of aid is feasible, the questigM remains of whether it is desirable, Dees

prescribing the allocation'of,aid among LEAs help to advance the goala of the

federal piograms? There are two opposingarguments. The argument favoring

federal.control is sometimes,necessary to goal achievement because states

would otherwise not distribute aid according to the.incidence:of federally

Perceived educational needa. In particular, some states allegedly have

lit!tle'interest in channeling extra resources.to districts with concentrations

of poor people.and racial or linguistic minorities. Left to their own devices,

these states might choose to :spread federal aid widely, alighting the intended-
\

target grOups and theray.undercutting the federal program. The countetargument

is that federal contnol may be selfrdefeating because the 'federal government has

less capacity t4an the states to distribute funds in a-reasonable relationship

to educational orliscal needs, as is evidenced.by the crudeness of _existing

federal formulas.. Consequently, asserting federal control over intrastate dis

iributions may impede rather than advance federal goals. To see how.these

argutents balance out, it is necessary to examine particular federal programs.

The case for federal control is probably weakest in connection with

aid for education of the handicapped. Under that p ogram, federal aid

is (noMinally) distributed-to LEAs solely in proporti n to the number of

handicapped children receiving special-education serliices in each LEA,

without regard to either the types of childreyerved or the nature,

adequacy, and cost of the service's. This makes little educational or

fiscal sense, given the treMendous range ia the Severity of handicapping

conditions andiift the costs of educating, different kinds of handicapped,

children.
41

Were it not for the predominance of nonfederal funds, the .

federal formula might generate serioUs inequities and mismatches between

resources and educational needs. In comparison, many state systems for

funding special education deal .in detail with variations in.educational,

and financial needs. Various state formulas, for example, assign

differential weights to as many as 10 or 20 different types.of handicaps,

allow for variations in service coats, and take into acdount local ability
. k

42.
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and/or willingness to pay for special education services.
42

Federal funds

for the handicapped would probably be distributed more intelligently in

many states if the states were allowed to uSe their own formulas to allo-

cate federal aid instead of being forced to use the crude federal.formula.

One'may- ask, "is it not poaaUle for the federal ZoVernment to develop

more-refined formulas of its ouni perhapa emulating the more advanced states,

and thereby to neutralize the capacity argumenir The answer appears to be "no."

That option is precluded by the abseT of nationally applicable definitions,

of handicapping conditions and the lack of uniform national data on.handicapped

pupils, modes and coats of services, financial ability, and other relevant variables.

While each state can develop a formula-based on its own definitions and dam ,

systems, no federal formula would be applicable--or eveP meaningful7-to all the

states. It is, of course, technicallytfeasible to develop and.implement a

national system, but thatunld.be costly and allost certainly- politically unac-

ceptable, since it would be necessary to impose federal categories on every state.

For better or worse, diversity of definitions and data must be taken as a given

characteristic of the system, and one that'severely limits the potential federal

role.

Turning to the "need" for federal control, there is little reason to believe

that states would be-inclined io discriminate among districts in distributing

federal aid for the handicapped. "Handicapped,children, unlike-poor and language

minority children, are not concentrated in certain types of districts (e.g.,

central cities), which may-be unpopular with state legislatures. Many states

have demonstrated by their aceions- that they- are as intent-as is.the federal govern-

ment on channeling extra-resources to the handicapped and that they.have the will

and capacity to distribute such resources among LEAs according to the incidence

of special-educatiop problems. Considering"that states appear no less inclined

and are probably better equipped than the federal government to 'allocate special-

education funds reasonably, one must conclude,that.federal Control over intrastate

distributions is not justified, even if it were attainable, under the Handicapped

program.

In contrast, the,case for federal control is stronger in the

*area of compensatory education. Admittedly, the formulas for distributing t

campensatory education grants. under ESEA Title I/ECIA Chapter.1 are no
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less crude then the formulas used to distribute aid for the handicapped.

Pursuant to statute, federal money is distributed within states

solely according to,the number of low-income children-in each LEA; with-

out regard to the degree of poverty,.the incidence and severity of edu-

cational problems, or the nature or cost of the LEA's compensator*

education services. Moreover, the ladk of comparable data fram

different states on degrees of educational and economic disadvantage is

as severe,a problem as the corresponding lack of national data on handl.-
,

caps. What distinguishes the program for the disadvantaged from the

Program for the handicappedi.however, is that states have done no better

than .the federal government in allocating compensatory education ,funds

according to educational or financial needs.- Modt states provide no
-

campensatory education funds at all or none of any significance. The

States that do support compensatory programs (or other programs aimed at-

the disadvantaged) typd.cally base their allocations On single factors,

such as the number of poor children in an LEA or the number of children

performing below a specified educational standard.
43.

Because it has not

seen demcnstrated that states are equipped to deal with multiple dimen-

sians of need or gradatians in the need for Campensatory education, the

"capacity" argument favors neither state nor federal control.

On the ather hand, the claim that federal control is.necessary to

protect the intended beneficiaries carries far more weight in the case

of education for the disadvantaged than in the case of education for the

handicapped. There is good reason to,believe that some States, given

the authority, would distribute ECIA Chapter 1 funds in a manner

inconsistent with the federal government's definition of compensatory
1

education needs. Unlike aid to the handicapped, which serves a,

large middle-class constituency, Title I is a redistributive program

that favors districts with large concentrations of poor and minority

pupils. Political support for these districts and pupils is generally

weaker at the state level than at the federal level.
44

Consequently,

devoietion of authority to the states would .probably result in

shifts of funds away fram the'present target districts.and pupils,

detracting fram the purpose of the federal program. In sum,
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because federal control over the intrastate distribntion of funds is

necessary to protect federal interests in cOmpensatory education,

while there are few reasons to believe that states would allocate

funds better if the authority were transferred to them, continued

and even strengthened federal control over the intrastate distribution

of funds can be justified in the compensatory education field.

Essentially the same arguments apply to Bilingual Education as to

ESE+ Title I, with the important difference that federal funds for

bilingual education are allocated as discretionary,grants rather than

by formula. The significance of discretionary fundi g is that one

cannot judge withoUt carrying out a special study wh ther the

present federal fund distribution system allocates f4nds in a reasonable,

responsive, or equitable manner. Thia problem notwi hstanding, there is

no evidence that state allocations would be more rea4onable than the

present federal distribution, nor that states,,left to their own' devices,
1

would continue to channel extra resources to the federally defined target

group. Therefore, there is at least a presutption in favor of retaining

the present federal control over the district-level distribution of federal

bilingual education funds. Whether the present discretionary grant pro-

gram should be replaced with a formula grant program is a separate issue,

discussed in Chapter rv.

Finally, consider Vocational Education. Under the vocational pro-

gram, unlike ,the other prograns discussed above, the federal government

has not asserted full control over the intrastate distribution of federal

funds. Rather, allocative authority has been shared with the states.

Specifically, the law requires each state to design its own formula for'

distributing aid to districts, but each such formula is to reflect

federally prescribed "priorities" and "factors" (as described earlier in

Chapter II). Setting aside for the moment that the small share of federal

funding for vocational education makes it unlikely that real federal

control could be achieved, is the present sharing-of authority desirable?

Would it be preferable to have either more complete federal control over

within-state distributions or a more extensive delegation of authority

to the states?
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The capacity argument points towards delegatidn of substantial

allocative authority to the states. Consider the "priorities" and

"factors" set forth in federal law. The items that states are expected

to take into account_are more numerous, detailed, and subtle than the

items found in any federal formula. It would be virtually impossible

for the federal government itself to write a formula that takes, e.g.,

the relative financial ability of LEAs into account because of the lack

of uniform national data on that variable.4 To carry out the intent of

.the law, the responsibility for detailed'formula design must be dele-

gated; the federal government cannot do Ihe job itself.

Whether federal control is needed to protect the intended bene

ficiaries of Vocational Education grants is. less clear. On one han

vocational education is.lessovulnerable in state political arehab t an

4re redistributive target7group programs like compensatory and bililigual

education, although it is probably- more vulnerable than education for the

handicapped .(there is a "class" element to vocational education that

could result in caaflicts over shares between middle-class suburban dis-

tricts aad districts with larger low-income or working class populations).
P

The prOspect of class-based discrimination is probably not serious

enough, however, to warrant federal control dyer the interdistrict dis-

tribution. On the other hand, it is unlikely that the specific federal

distributiaaal priorfiies, stated in the law would be taken adequately

-into accouat if states vere given full discretion. Based on past per-

formance, many states would protably not give much weight, on their own

initiative, to such factors as unemployment, the concentration of low-

income people, and whether an area is economically depressed. These

factors are likely to apear in state forraa only if the federal

goverament mandates their inclusion.

The present allocative approach in Vocational Education can be

interpreted as a compromise: by delegating authority to the states,

the government seeks to obtain a more sensitive and detailed formula

than it could have designed itself; by requiring that state formulas

contain certain factors, the government seeks to ensure that.its own
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distributional goals will not be neglected. This is not t suggest that

the present compromise works well. It has serious, perhaps disabling

flaws, which will be examined below. Nevertheless, the present shared-

power arrangement in the vocational program does bring out two important

points about federalism in education: (1) there is no need to make an

either-or choice between federal and state Control; allocative authority

can be shared, and (2) there is a trade-off between the degree of federal

control and the degree to which distributions can.be "fine tuned" to

reflect multiple characteristics of the LEAs.

.
Summing up the discussions of both the feasibility and the desirability

of federal control, federal prescriptions of'how federal aid should be

distributed within states can be effective only where federal aid provides'

a dominant share of financing for the service in question, while federal

control is important for the achievement of federra goals where there are

federal distributional concerns, such as the protection of certain target

groups, that the states may not share. Where a federal interest is at
_

stake but the small share df federal funding makes it pointless to

specify how federal aid sheuld be allocated, the only alternatives are

to eschew federal control er to seek influence over the combined dis-

tribution of federal and nonfederal funds. But even where federal con-

trol is feasible, exercising such control directly may not be the best

option because of the limited_federal capacity o design sensitive fund

allocation mechanisms; rather, it may be preferable to seek a workable

mixed model, in which states take charge of the detailed allocations,

but the federal government sets general allocative priorities and pro-

vides incentives for the states to pursue federal distributional goals.

There are thus two classes of fede al policy options to consider:

strategies for coordinated distrib:tion of federal and nonfederal funds4

and strategies for delegating partial authority to the states. these

are taken up in the following two sections.

COORDINATED DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL AND NONFEDERAL FUNDS

A conspicuous shortcoming of federalism in education is that there

is little coordination between federal and nonfederal programs aimed

at the same purposes and target gteups. The federal and state-local
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programs typically are each designed to operate independently, as if

the other did not exist. This lack of coordination affects many aspects

of the programs, including administration, program content,,and service

deliver5i, but the issue of immediate concern here is that it affects

the distribution of funds to LEAs. The problem, simply put, is that

the federal and nonfederal distribution mechanisms are separate. Each

allocates aid according to its own criteria, without taking account (at

least explicitly) of the allocations of the other. The combined dis-

tribution consequently bears no necessary relationship to what either

the federal or nonfederal policymakers intended.

,Oline reason for the lack of coordination is that federal and state

\polic Fma kers sometimes disagree about the appropriate criteria for

allocating funds. For instance, federal compensatory education funds

are distributed according to the number of low-income children in each

LEA, while some state funds for compensatory education (e.g., in Michigan,

New York, and New Jersey) are distributed according to indicators of low

educational performance. The resulting overall distribution pattern

naturally reflects a mix of the federal and state criteria (implicitly,

a weighted sum). There is nothing necessarily wrong with this outco

and there is no way to avoid it without one party yielding

to the other's philosophy. In other cases, however, the federal-state

differences in.allocative approaches seem more matters of inertia,

happenstance, or plain lack of communication than matters of educational

philosophy. It is difficult to believe, f r example, that the federal

formula in the Handicapped program reflect a deep-seated philosophy

that handicapped funds should be a.Uocatedl on,a flat per pupil basis

without regard to the characteristics of h ditapped chilaren or t ir

programs. There, the disjunction between ederalland-state distribution

methods is unnecessary; it merely complic tes the states' task of
,)

ensuring-that handicapped children in all EAs receive "appropriate"

special education Services, as required by P.L. 94-142. Where there is

no substantive reason for there to be two sets of allocative criteria,

Oe existence of dual distribution systems is a needless impediment to

rational, equitable allocations. A unified system within each state for

distributing"both federal and nonfederal funds would be preferable.

Another reason for lack of coordination is that federal law usually

requires separate allocation and h ndling of the-federal funds. ,The

statutes and regulations of theeducation grant programs are replete with
1.
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requ rements for "tracking" federal-funds, prohibitions against

"commingling" federal and nonfederal money, and strictures against

using federal aid to "supplant" funds from state and local sources.

'It would be difficult to design a system for allocating funds in a

coordinated manner without violating some of these rules.

Underlying these separation requirements is an unrealistic model

of resource allocation in education: the implicit assumption is that

states and LEAs allocate their. Own funds without regard to the avail-

ability of federal money for the same program, and then use the federal

fdnds to prbvide supplementary resources for federally designated LEAs

and pupils. But such behavior is implausible. Realistically, any

coMpetent state official or legislator will take the availability of

federal money--and its prescribed distributional'pattern--into account

in deciding how to distribute state funds. Consequently, requiring

grantees to keep their federal money separate provides no assurance

that federal' funds will add to the state and local.funds that wouLd

have been provided in their absence. Except in the few instances where

federal funding is dominant, the distributions of federal and nonfederal

funds are likely to be interdependent regardless of whether formal

separation of the fundeis required.
46

K ep-ig federal and nonfederal

funds separate on paper cannot change this, but can entail a needless

loss of coordination. A moreproductive approach would be to develop

a coordinated method of distributing the combined federal and non-

federal funds in a manner consistent with the federal goals.

As explained earlier, coordinating the distribution of federal

and nonfederal funds is the only effective way to assert some federal

control over the interstate distribution of resources where-the federal

share of program financing is small. In the absence of coOrdination,

state preferences will prevail, regardless of what rules apply to the

small federal contribution. Particularly in the areas of vocational educa-

tion and education for the handicapped, the only way to assert a

meaningful federal role is to establish 'procedures for the coordinated,

combined distribution of federal and nonfederal funds.

What might a coordinated fund distribution system look like? Pre-

sumably, coordination means that federal and nonfederal funds would be
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given out either together (according to a single formula) or in

sl4ch a way that the joint distribution reflects a single set of allo-

cative criteria. There appear to be several methods of achieving this
,

end, some of which give the initiative to the federal government,

others to the states.

One approach is to let each state use its own distribution

mechaaism to give out federal as well as state funds, provided that

the methIo satisfies certain minimum federal standards of equity.

approach is attractive for programs like Handicapped and Vocational

Educatia, where separate allocation of the federal funds makes no
4...,

sense because of the small federal financial share and where more

extensive federal control is neither desirable nor attainable.
,

A second, samewhat stronger approach is to establish federal

standards of equity that apply to all available funds for a program,

whether from federal or nonfederal sources, and to requirwstates to
_

meet those standards as a condition of eligibility for federal aid.
---v

For example, asfederal standard might providethat all vocational educa-

tion funds must be equalized to a specified degree for variations in

local fiscal capacity. The obvious problem with this alternative is

that it entalls.a major and probably politically unacceptable enlarge-

ment of the sphere of federal control.
47

A third approach is to induce states to distribute their own funds

according to a fedetal formula (e.g., state compensatory education

/. funds according to the ECIA Chapter 1 formula) by offering fiscal or

nonfiscal incentives. The existing incentive grant provision of ECIA

Chapter 1 provides a framework fbr a fiscal incentivei.e., one in

which states are rewarded for federally preferred behavior with addi-

tional federal aid.
48 A nonfiscal incentive might consist of relaxation

of certain programmatic or procedural requirements for states that

agree to use the federal allocation formula.

Finally, a fourth method is to let states develop their own pro-

posed formulas (within specified federal guidelines) for distribution

of the combined resourcesfedettil and nonfederal--available for a

given Rrogram. These proposals. would be negotiated, approved, and ;ihen

embodied in formal agreements between the federal government and t
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states, 'Obviously Changes in legislation and regulations would be

needed to allow t is form of differential treatment of different

states.

All these uroposals are ofgsred tentatively, and all would have to be

developed exte sively.to Merit consideration, The list, of optiOn$ suffices,

however., to m e the Point\that there.are a number of'plausible alternatives

to the preset uncoordinated system.

DELEGATING ALLOCATIVE AUTHORITY TO THE STATES

The

miXed dis

general

elto dist

design

that

dime

lternative federal strategy is to search fnr Tonrkahle

ribution models, in which the federal government establishes

llocative principles or priorities for the distribution of aid

icts but delegates the responsibility for detailed formUla

to:the states. The theoretiCaI advantage of the mixed model is

t capitalizes on the greiter capacity of states to take multiple -

ions of the educational and fiscal needs of their districts into

acc unt, while retaining some federal leverage to promotelederal

di tributiaaal goals. The enactment Of ECIA Chapter 2, which specifies

a MiXed mdidel for distributing.blodk-grant funds, makes it especially

releVant to explore the mixed approach. Unfortunately; the two previous

experiences with partial delegation of authority--in ESEA Tiple IVB and

Vocational Education--are not encouraging. Under neither program have

the potential benefits of the mixed strategy beeivrealized. It is

important to learn from ihese'two experiences, so 'that more satisfactory

methods.of delegating authority can be developed in the future.

Both the ESEA Title rvE and Vocational Education funding mechanisms

are the subjects of recent evaluations.
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The resulting evaluation

reports provide the basis for the following comments.

ESEA Title IVB required each state to develop its awn district-
.

level distribution formula but imposed an awkward and--as it turned

out--ineffective set of constraints on the type of formula that could

be used. Each state formula was to distribute funds according to

district enrollment but also to channel extra funds to districts with

(a) high eaucational tax effort and low per-pupil outlay, and (b) large

numbers of costly-to-serve children (a fuller description appears in
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Chapter II). At least a much money per pupil was to be distributed

.according to the two special-need factors as according tO enrollment.

These,specifications forde&states tOestablish discontinuous funding

formulas, under which eadh LEA either did or did not qualify,for extra

funds based on the special-need factors. States were required, in

effect, to divide their Title IZE grants into separate portions, one

to be distributed dmong all districts according to enrollment,' the

others do'be distributed only among districts with above-threshold

1 vels of the two special-need factors. Smoother methods of adjusting

:f r special needs were precluded. These requirements did not produce

t e intended results: districts with low fiscal capacity and high

centrations of costly-td-serve children did not receive significant

tra funds, as COngress clearly intended; instead, allocations turned

'ut to be almost as highly correlated with enrollment as if they had .

een distributed'as flat per-puOil grants.5° The evaluators attributed

his unexpected result to.the states' 'tactic of incorporating multiple

speCial-need factors into their formulas in such a way that the .

. i

different factorS essentially cancel out, producing a dist ibution

little differen from a proportional allocation according.to enrollment.

Similarly the recent assessme of state-designed formulas for
...

Allocating fe ral Vocational Education aid found serious problems

with both the federal requirements and the state responses.. As explained

. in Chapter I , the main requirements in Vocational Education are that

states must/'give priority" to districts located 1:n economically

depressed oft high-unemployment areas and districts that propose "new"

types of yhcational prograMs, and must diStribute funds-on the basis

of multiple need factors', specifically including the relative financial
i

ability f each LEA and the concentration of low-income families. The

analyst found that the federally prescribed "priorities" and "factors"

are il -defined and in conflict with one another; that the states have

not b en given dlear interpretations or guidelines by the Department of

Educ tion; and that the state-designed formulas hal:re many arbitrary,

irr tional, anà inequitable provisions.
51

I

The exteht of the problem

was dramatized by the Department's failure, as of 1980 (five years after

enactment of the legislative requirements), either to issue specific

criteria or to apptove any state formula developed.under the rules.
,
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The main problems with the ESEA Title IVB

tion rules are ladk of sPecificity, ladk of an ou

and c?nsequent vulnerability to state dinipulati

to "take into-account" or "adjust for" tain f

told Which specific variables or how ManY varia

their formulas nar how much weight to give eac

an

there guidelines concerning the de irecUdistr

Lacking specific guidance, it is ot surprisi

to the fe

clude,mul

). Tt se

chosen to give only Minimal wei

(in VoCational Education) or to

eadh other out ,kin ESEA Title

gations of aut ority-must be made more spe

federal intent.

There are several ways to frame mor

VointiOnal Educe-
/

colie orientation.,

St4es are told

rs,l'ut are not

to inclUde in

all

le

cl

fic t

Nor:are

results.

some states have

Preacribed factors

ctors that.dancel

that 'these dele-

accomplish the

te, less manipulable

requirements. One approach is to spec0 re detail what the

tail (a) naming thestate formulas should look like. Tflis/

specific types of variables to-be inol
,

poverty or low-income variable, airihdex

capacity variable; (b) sPecifying how (i.a.

should be incorporated into the form4a-,4

multiplicative adjustment factors; and (

the formula--e.g., a

upil need, a fiscal

in what form) variables

g., as a weighted sUm or as

specifying either the weights'

(or minimum weights) to be assigned to p rticular variables or the

shares of funds to be allocated accord g to each variabie--e.g., that a

low-income pupil should count at lehst/ .5 times as much Ss a regular

pupil or that onethird of the/funds should 'be distributed according to

the'number of. low-income pupiis'in eaCh district. There is little

doubt that a series of such/specifications could Iead, states to develop

formulas with the intended/effects. After a certain point, however,

,adding detail defeats the purpose of delegating authoritY.' In the

extreme case, states woUld be allowed to .do little more,than choose

the specific indicators to be used in a.federally written fordula,

just as they are now allowed only to select the particular'measuke of

poverty to be used in distributing ECIA Chapter 1 funds among LEAi.

An alternative approach (which may seem more or less rettriotive,

depending on ones perspective) is to specify the distributional out-

cames to be produced by the formula rather than the design of the
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formula itself. For inStance, states might be directed to produte

certain range of variation in per-pupil grant:amounts between high,

incote and low-income districts or between districts with high and /

low.concentrations of special-need pupilsi alternatively, they might

be asked to satisfy a more sophisticated criterion, such as

equalizing the local,taZ effort requiredto produce a given:levelof

supOort for each target-group pupil. Such specifications woul&-force

states to favor certain diAsSes of districts to-atleast A sOecified

deOee but would not dictate the details of the formUla

itself. It could prove difficult, however, to write.outcome standards

that are applicable to and Attainable by all 50 states. .Any given
-

set of standards mAy be too restrictive for some states-and to(5-10ose

for others. if standards are.written.tightly.enough to.avOid.

maniPulation,:they mAy constrain the Choice of means so. tightlY.as tb

be tantamount to specification of the actual formula. Nevertheless,

the poSsibility of an outcome-based approach seems.worth exploring,

at least to the point of developing hypothetical Standards foi par-:

titular federal:programs.

,A third aRproach, which also involves a type of performance .

standard, is to link the federal requirements to the state's own.sChool

finance system. For instance, federal rules might specify that

allotments of federal funds to LEAs should be at least-as negatively

related to local financial capacity as are allotments of the state's

own general aid funds. This would allow states to usg the same types
-

of mechanisms to distribute federal funds as they use to distribute

state funds (thereby: incidentally, encouragingCoordinatiod'a

federal and state aid). Unfortunately, not all state aid allocation

systems are likely, to qualify as suitable standards. Some State aid

syitems.do little to help either districts with low fiscal capacity

or districts with concentrations of costly-to-educate children. In

consequence, it would probably be necessary to limit this Approach to

states with "qualifying".systems,.which means that.differént require-

ments would have to be.imposed on the retaining states. i4hile no Single

approach is'ideal, any of the foregoing approaches, or a Combination of-

approaches, would certainly be preferable,to the present flawed

aPproaches in Vocational Education and ESEA Title rvs.
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CONCLUSIONS

The existing intergovernmental arrangements for distributinefederal

aid to LEAs can be faulted on the lollowing grounds: (1) federal pre-

scriptions of how aid should be distributed within states are pointlessr'

under same programs because of the,small federal ahare in financing;

(2) same feaeral distribution formulas are crude and insensitiVe compared'

Co state-designed formulas7-and unavoidably so,,given the need to.design

formulas applicable to all states and the paucity of comparable data for

different statea; (3) the'Ustribu ion mechanisms of federal aid programs

are generally not coordinated witjy the distribUtion mechanisms of related

state programsi and (4) attempts to delegate to the states responsibility

for the detailed allocation of federal aid have not worked because of the

vagueness and manipulability the federal guidelines.

This diagnosis of problems s gests two main strategies of .reform

(apart from the obvious one oi delet ess predVriptions of how

federal aid should.be allocated):. one, to develop coordinated Systems

for combined allocation of the federal and nonfederal fands aimed at

particular educational problems and target groupe; the other, ta imple*-

merit new arrangements for delegating allocative authority to the states

without sacrificing federal interests. There appear to be several

plausible ways to carry out each strat gy.
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rv. EQUITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF FEDERAL AID

Equity has been a paramount concern in the educational policy

debates of tecent decades, including, in particular, the debates over

how federal education grants should be.distributed to states and

localities. There are two 'broad approaches to analyzing the equity of

a grant distribution,method. In one, the analyst applies various

equity criteria to data on the distribution of aid dollars among

grantees, seeking to determine whether fund allocations are equitable.

La the other, the allocation mechanism itself is examined.to see whether

it takes into account appropriate factors and embodies equitable

principles of distribution. This assessment, being oethe latter
. .

school, is organized around questions concerninvattributes of the

g:e fund distribution mechanisms rather than questions concerning allo-

dative outcomes. Specifically, the discussion deals in sequence with

these aspects of distributional eq

1

ity:

1. The relationship of funding to educational needs;

2. The relationship of funding to the fiscal capacity of

states and LEAs ("equalization");

3. The treatment of variations in state and local con-
,

ditions; and

4. The role o4 discretionaty processes in the distribution

system.

FUNDING AND EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

State and local entitlements under all the major elementary-

secondary,formula grant programs are based mainly on the numbers of

certain cfiildren, pupils, or other persons in each jurisdiction, as

explained in Chapter II. These person counts roughly represent the

number of potential program beneficiaries in eadh jurisdiction, and

as such are considered indicators of "needs" for educational services.

The questions immediately arise: Are these person counts satisfactory

as indicators of need? .Where counting persons s appropriate, which

persons should be counted? What practical alternatives are there to

relying on person counts to reprebeht edudational needs?

5
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Person Couats as Indicatora of Educational Need

The term "educational need" is not well defined and is used very

loosely in eductional policy diacussions; consequently, more muit be

said about needibefore deciding whether it can be well represented by

counting persona. Presumably, the need for educational services .4..*
should be derived ultimately from-that which is 'ta be learned.

need for.instruCtion in reading, for example, might be tied to a

certain gain in reading achievement per pupil. More to the point, the

need for services to a target group with special problems, such as the

disadvantaged or handicapped, might be tied.to the magnitude of the

educat*onal deficit to be overcome. This implies that there are two

dimensions of need tO consider: the number of persOns with an educe-
,

tional problem to overcome and the severity of the problet, on average,

among members of that group. For instance, 1,000 children whose average

score is two years below grade level in reading, would represent

more educational need than 1,000 children whose average score is only

one ydar below norm. It follows-Mt a count of pupils who score

below grade level in reading, or by analogy, a count of handicapped

_children or children with family incomes below the poverty line, can

be no more than a one-dimensional proxy for a two-dimensional concept.

These proxies are the' principal alloCation factors ih all the federal

grant formulas.

A person count may be a good proxy for some educational needs

and a bad proxy for others. Where the group o intended beneficiaries

of a service is both clearly bounded and mogeneous, the count-of its

members may be an excellent 'need indicat but where ihe bounds are

fuzzy or where there are great variations in the severity of problems

among members of the group, relying on a person count may be unsatis-

factory. It was shown in Table 3 (Chapter II) that the persons
P

counted to distribute federal aid range from very narrowly defined

target groups, such as inmates of state institutions for neglected

and delinquent children, to a very broad group, the number of school-

age children in each state. In most instances, at least a rough

relationship is discernible between the purpose of the program and

the person'count on which its fund allocations are based, but the

relationship is often imprecise. 'In so

i
e instances, the chosen
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category seems clearly too broade.g., children 5-17--to represent the need

for any particular educational service, and the question is whether a

more appropriate indicator cad41 identified. In still other cases,

t
children with highly diverseneeds have been lumped into a single

category, and the issue is whether a more dishggregated or differ-

entiated approach might be preferable. To be,more specific, one must

consider the formulas of particular education grant programs.

Under ECIA Chapter 1 (ESEA Title I), funds are allocated accord-

ing to the number of children from low-incame families-in each

jurisdictiona variable that is.certylnly logically related to the

program's goal of serving disadvantaged children. The law provides,

however, that federal aid is to be used to serve.educationany deprived

children, poor or not, in schools with high concentrations of children

fram low-income families.
52

- This raises the issue of whether law

income, by itself, is an adequate proxy for the disadvantagedness at

which the program is aimed. It has been shown that low income and

educational deprivation (i.e., low educational performance) are far

from perfectly correlated: many low-iftcome children are not low per-

formers, and many low performers are not from low come families.

Thus, it seems that the targetiag of Chapter 1 fu ds could be li ed more

7:precisely to the program's established goals by t ing education 1 per-

formance into account along with the present low come proxy. There
f

are many reasons, both technical and political, wty Congress hasF

reaisted proposals to bring educational performanqe riteria inio the

funding formula, but that does not alter the conc us

1

an that such a

step would yield a more precisely targeted, and h nc more equitable,

distribution of federal funds.
53

, I

.

,

i

Setting aside the issue of whether low income ia the appropriate

indicator of need for compensatory education, one may still fault the

present person count variable for ignoring the severity dimension (as

opposed to the incidence dimension) of the low-income problem. Under

the present formala, a child "earns" the same amount of Chapter 1

i

money whether hip or her family's income is just at the official
. 1)

poverty line or -infilv at, say, half the poverty'level. Yet children

from the poorest families are likely, on average, to pose more severe
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4 educational problems than children who live at the margin of poverty.

One might therefore improve the targeting of federal aid by dis-.

tinguishing among degrees of poverty and assigning differential

weights in the funding formula to children, from different low-incOme

strata. (Similarly, if Chapter 1 funds were distributed according to

educational performance, one might assign differential weights'to

children one, two, or three years behind grade level.)

There are many federal education programs in which the relation-

ship between the program's goal and the person-count variable in the

funding formula is-considerably looser than under ECIA

Chapter 1. Federal aid under ESEA Title II, for example, was intended

to improve instruction in basic skills, yet the funds were distributed

according to school-age population rather than according to the number.

of children with basixa4kills deficiencies. Aid under the Emergency

School Aid program (ESEA Title VI) wasintended to facilitate desegre-

gation but was apportioned among states according to numbers of

minority-group children, not according to numbers of minority-group

children in segregated schools or in desegregating districts. Funds

for Adult Education support a wide variety of adult education programs,

but money is allocated according to the number of adults in each state

without a high school diploma or its equivalent, as if basic literacy

training were the sole purpose of adult education. In each instance,

there were reasons for choosing an allocation factor that does not

quite correspond to the purpose of the program; nevertheless, the

disjunction between educational need and program dollarstetracts from

distributional equity.

Among the major grant programs, the relationship between program

objectives and the person count in the formula seems weakest in

ocational Eaucation. Funds for state vocational education programs

are allocated according to each state's population in the age ranges

15-19, 20-24, and 25-65, without regard to any indicator of the need

for vocational education, the demand for vocational education, or the

number of persons in vocational education programs This can easily

lead to wide disparities among states in aid per pupil served by

vocational programs and in aid relative to vocational education
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outlays. For instance, a state that has a high percentage of college-

bound students or a relatively low-cost mix of vocational education pro-

grams, or that simply chooses tooffer vocational education to a rela--

tively small fraction of its citizens, would receive More aid under the

present system than could be justified by calculations of relative

"needs" for vocational education resources. While developing a satis-

factory measure of the need fen' vocational education serVices would

admittedly be difficult, seyeral possible approaches do exist. These

include basing funding on the number-of persons actually served by the.

program (as in the federal prograM of aid to the handicapped) or linking

aid to.indicators of the demand for vocational education. Both options

are explored.below. In any event, it seems clear.that the present

person count is too broad to be considered even a rough proxy for a

state's relative need.for vocational education funds.

In the case of Aid to the Handicapped, the probleM is not that the

Qtategory.of persons is inappropriate.but that it is too aggregative: it

fails to reflect the heterogeneity of the clientele for special educa-

tion. According to the lawf grants for the handicapped are distributed

according to the number of handicapped children actually served by each

state and LEA. _The difficulty is that-the term "handidapped" covers

everything from-Children with mild speech defects, wha need relatively

low-cast, limited-duration special instruction, to p Ofoundly retarded

or physically handicapped children, who need inteAsive treat-

ment, special environments, and in some cases f -time institutional

care. The rrnge of funding needs subsumed under the "handicapped" label

is suggested by twa pieces of information: ane, weights under state-

developed weighted,Tupil formulas for fm4ding special edUcation run

from 1.2 tJ4s the cost of the regular program for the milder handi-

capping con tions to .5, 10, or 20 times the cost of the regular pro- .

gram for se re handicaps;
54 and two., the "excess costs° of special

education vary by more than a factor of 10 amongwthe different handi-

1
capping conditions, according to a major recent study.

55
Yet all handl.-

, caps count equally under the present formula. It is easy to see how

this failure to differentiate can produce inequities: states.or dis-

tricts with relatively high-cost mixes of handicapped children will tend

,-, to receive less-federal aid relative totheir special-education needs

and outlays than will jurisdictions with lower-cost mixes. 'This

6 u
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problem could be addressed by developing a funding mechanism that

takei into account the severity of handicapping condition, perhaps

in the form of a weighted-pupil formula of the type already adopted

by several states.
56

The Handichpped program is unique,among major federal aid pro-

grams in that it distributes funds according to the number of Children

actually.receiving Opecial education services. In contrast, most

other federal grants are allocated according to counts of children

with some specified problem or Condition, not counts of children

served. Basing aid oa the number aCtually served has one major

advantage'from the Standpoint of equity: "it guarantees that

funds will be aPportioned according to a variable closely related to

the goal of the program. But counting persons served also poses two

new equity problems: first, differentstates and' LEAs might adopt

different policies concerning access to serVice, thewby making the

counts of persons serVed noncomparable aeross jurisdictions;'Second,

some jurisdictions might spread their services thinly over large

numbers of children to earn additional federal aid. In the particular

case pf Aid to the Handicapped, these threats to'equity are reduced

by pravisions of P.L. .94-142 that require states and LEAs to serve

.
aZZ their handicapped children and to serve them "appropriately." In

other proOms, allocating aid according to persons served might be

far more pro ematical--a point discussed- der'"alternative

approaches," b

Finally, consider the new education b ock grant, ECIA Chapter 2.

'tf there is any program that should allocake its funds according to

the number of School-age children 4=each state, this

surely is the one.' Even here, how4Ter, it can be argued

that so broad an indicator does not correspond to the goal of the

program. Although ECIA Chapter 2 is a multi-purpose' block grant, its

purposes are not all-encompassing. La theory, Chapter 2 funds are to

be used to accomplish the gbals of some or all of the superseded

categorical programs (the particular mix to be determined by the

LEAs). Some of those programs were aimed at particular target groups

rather than at student bodies in general--e.g., children with
-

deficient-basic skills (ESEA Title II) and pupils of desegregating
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districts (ESEA Title. VI). If these remain the targets of the 13lock grant,

would it not be consistent ta consider the concentrations of such childfen

in distributing Chapter 2 funds? In particular, would thg interstate

distribution formula not be more equitable if, it were based in part on

the same counts of "costly tO educate" pupils as.states are directed to

take into account in distributing their block grant funds-among LEAs?
57

Reliance 'on so broad a need indicator as the number of children aged 3.

to 17 seems reasonable main]; where ftderal funds are provided for

general financial support of the grantees or for activities that apply

more or less uniformly to All children in.= LEA'but not where there are

more specific educational purposes to,be served.

Alternative Approa,es

If the presen 'person counts fall short as measures of.educatioAl

needs, what alterna ive approaches are available? Many of the likely

alternative& hav&a1.ready been suggested. They include (1) replacing

the present pupil categories with categories that correspond more

precisely to program objectives, .or with multiple person counts to

reflect -the heterogeneity of needs, (2) taking into account the ,

severity as wen: as the incidence of educational problems, (3) Allo-

cating fund according to the.nuMber of pupils actually served by a

program, and (4) considering indicators other than person counts of

needs or demands for services. These possibilities and their potential
0

areas of application are spelled out in. more detail below.

More Precise and/or Multiple, Person Counts. Several fund allo-

cation formulas could be made more equitable either by switching

from the present person count to another, more appropriate one or by

disaggregating the formula, sO that aid depends on .the numbers of

Children in multiple subcategories with4 -the overall target gtoup.

Some previously Mentioned examples of prograMs where such changes

would have made the targeting of fe0eral aid more-precise

include ESEA -Title II, where counting Children with basic skills

deficiencies would have been more in keeping with the program's goal

than counting school-age children and ESEA Title VI, for which

counting racially'isolated children might have been preferable to

counting all minority pupils. These cases are moot, however,, since
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the programs in question hav ,een superseded by ECIA Chapter 2. A

more relevant possibility is that the equity of ECIA Chapter I might

he improved by allocating aid according to the number of educationally

deprived pupils in low-income achools rather than ihe number:of pupils

from.low-income families; however, the lack of comparable data on

educational deprivation for different states and LEAs makes this more

a theoretically appealing idea than a Practicable policy option.

Anotikr,possibility is that the targeting of Vocational E&oltion

grants could be improved by switching from the present population

counts to a more germane indicator of.the potential clientele for

vocational training, such as the number of non-college bound students

ineach state. This is not as compelling an alternative; however, as

some of the more complex methods suggested below for distribaIng

1.

vocational education aid.
.

The Option of a disaggregated formula, using multiple person

counts, is applicable in areas where there is substantial variation

within, the target group-in the nature or severity of educational
, .

prohlems. Two such areas, as mentioned earlier,'are education of the

handicapped and compensatory education. The equity of the funding

mechanism for the handicapped could be improved by counting children

with different categories of handicaps, distinguishing among more and

less severe dr more-costlyi-to-treat and less-costly-to-treat handi7

capping conditiims, and.allocating differential.amounts f aid

accordingly. Existing state systems for dispensing special education

funds provide several prototypes for such a formula. The ,tar eting

of compensatory education aid could be improved by counting cfildren

in different low-income strata and allocating more aid-to the more dis-

advantaged; similarly, if educational'perfOrmance were the criterion, one

could count children indifferent low-performance strata.(one year

behind grade level, two years behind, etc.) and allot more aid to

those with the more severe educational deficits. The mathematics of

these multifactor.formulas is simple: aid can be distributed in pro-

portion to a weighted sum of pupil or person counts, where the weight

applied to each subgroup reflects either empirical findings or

judgments about relative educatioial needs.5 Such "weighted-pupil"

a
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forziulas are in common_use in state Sdhool finance systems; also-, the

present Vocational Education formula, which contains a weighted sum:

of three population counts, provides-a federal precedent.

Formulas that Reflect the Severity as Well AS the Incidence of

Problema. An alternative to the multifactor, weightea-pupil formula

is a formUla that includes.a measure of the average severity of the

educational problem in eadh state or LEA, along with tle present

person=couaetieas e of incidence. For instance, a formula for dis-

tributing compensa ory education funds might depend on the number of
\.

,
low-income pupils each jurisdiction, as it present, and on the

average level of prerty of

average percentageiby which

poverty line. Thus, if two

such pupils, as measured, say, by the

low-income families fall short of the
j

LEAs have the same number of children froM

low-income families, but in one the.average income of sudh families

is 20 percent bel*the poverty level, while in the other it is

40-percent below, ;he latter LEA woUld-iideqe. more aid. There are

several ways to construct allocation formulas that take into acconnt

both the incidence and the severity of needs- The simplest design is

the adjusted proportional allocation formula, now used to adjust for

per pupil expenditure in ECIA Chapter 1 and for per capita income ia

Vocational Education. There are also more mathematically complex

forms, which permit more flexible calibration of aid differentials

among the grant recipients.
59

Allocation According to the NUMber of Pupils Served. Federal

funds are now allocated.according to the number of pupils served only

under the Handicapped program, but the same approach is potentially:

applicable to such other programs as compensatory, vocational, and .

bilingual education. It is an attractive option because of (1) ita

simplicity, compared to attempting to measure fine gradations in the

severity of educational problems and (2) the apparent gain in equity

from equalizi9 resources.per pupil served. When other equity impli-

cations are con idered, however, along with the incentive effects of

linking aid to the number of pupils served, serious questions arise

about the applicability of that approach in the absence of the special

circumstances created by P.L. 94-142.
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One concern about linking aid to pupils served is that such a

policy would tend to shift resources from places with the greatest

educational problems ,(large concentrations of poor, low-performing,

or limited-English-proficient pupils) to places with the greatest

willingness and capacity to conduct programs for federally designated

target pupils. Thus, one concept of equityequal resources per

pupil servedwould be advanced at the expense of anotherequal

treatMent of jurisdictions with equal educational needa. Moreover,

unless strong equalizing features were built into the formula (as

discussed in the folloWing section), the net effeCt might be to shift

resources from relatively pOOr to relatively well-off places.. Snch dis-

tributional effects are not an overwhelming concern under P.L. 94-142

because all states and LEAS--rich or poorare.required to serve

handicapped Children "appropriately," but similar aervice mandates do

not exist in dost other program areas.
60

In cOmpensatory edUcation

and vocational education, in particular, decisions abOut how many

pupils to serve and haw intensively to serve them are left to state

and local authOrities. There could consequently be large inter-

jurisdictional disparities in the percentage of eligible Children.

actually served and corresponding inequities in the distribution of

federal aid. .

A formula that distributes funds according to the number of

Children actually served creates incentives that do not exist when

allocations depend ot the number of Children with some specified

problem or condition. One incentive to states and LEAs is. to serve a

large proportion of the eligible target group so as to earn more

federal aid. Another is to spread services thinly among the partiCi-

pants to hold dawn the nonfederal share of coats. third is to

maximize the number-of less-costly-to-serve participants in the pro-.

gram while attempting to hold down the number of more-wcostly-to-aerve

participants assum4ng-ithat each participant generates the same

federal aid, as under P.L. 94-142). The strength of these.incentives

depends on the magnitude of federal aid per pupil relative to the

total cost of services. In the case of special education for the

haddicapped, federal aid is small compared with the cost of serving
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even a moderately handicapped student; consequently, LEAS have little

or no incentive to.broaden participation. Moreover, the "appropriate

services" requirement and the procedural safeguards of P.L. 94-142

limit the degree to which LEAs can dilute serviceS to hold down -costs.
61'

But the same offsets to the formula incentives do not exist in other

prOgrams. Under ESEA Title I and ECIA Chapter 1, the federal policy
/ .

has been to pay the full increniental cost of compensatOry education.
/

If that policy were retained, while aid allocations were linked to the

number of pupils served, there obviously would be very powerful incen-
1

tives for LEAs to enroll more puOils in.compensatori programs and to
.,

spread'the available resources,more thinly. Congrss haS_taken con-

tradictory stances on whether such spreading is dSirable'or whether.
I

limited funds should be concentrated,on fewer be eficiaries. The

philosophy of spreading prevails under P.L. 94-42, while the doctrine

of concentration applies to compensatory edUc4tion.62. Given this

ambiguity, it is difficult to.evaluate the in4entivea_rhat would

be set up by linking.aid to pupils served; l'avertheless, it is clear

that these incentives differ significantl from those of.the present

target-group formulas.

A practical obstacle to linking fed ral aid to the number of

pupils served is that such a policy req4res the federal government to
/

define what qualifies as "service." t wauld be necessary to specify

a service threshold for each program -the minimum level of-funds4.

resources, or instructional time thAt Children must reCeive to be

counted. Formulating such definiyeons would be difficult, and any .

proposed formulation wouldotouch off controversies about not only

the definition itself but ars° /rhs federal "intrusion" intn 01.0
states' role. The prospect 91 having to define Minimal compensatory,

lbilingual,.or vocational edacation services is probably Sufficient to _
(

deter Congress from basi g its formulas on numbers Of persons served.

Under P.L. 94-142, the definitional problem has been circumvented

by leaving it to stat sxccdefine "appropriate" serviceS for their
_&._

handicapped childre ; tteter, the same method is-probably not

applicable to oth r programs. The problem with letting each state

write its own-Idatinition 1.8 that it is in each state's interest to
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, knflate its child count to, maximize its federal aid.. In the case of

P.L. 947142, strong process requirements make it difficult for states

to count childFen who receive very little serviCe, and the loW level
.

of federal aid makes counting extra children unprofitable; but,in

programs where these restraints are not present, delegatingsimilar

authority to states could inyite a variety of abuses. 'Fede al

definitionsend service standarda_wonld'probably be essenti11 if .

:

fundi for other major target-group programs were distributed accord-.

ing to numbers of children served. ,

Need and Demand Indicators Other than .Person Counts. Relying

mainly on person counts to represent needs for serVices unduly limits
,

the sensitivity of allocation _formulas to ptate and lodal conditions

that impinge upon the educational task. Taking into account grada-

tions in needs, either by disaggregating the person counts or by con-

sidering the severity of needs, helps the situation but atill does not

address the point that other community.attributesinfluence needs or

demands for services. Fund alldcations might be better matched to.pro-

gram goals if these other.variables were incorporated into the formqlas,

either in addition to or in place of the present person counts. To see

some of the possibilities, coniider how the measurement of need might

be refined under two major programs, ECIA Chapter.1 and Vocational

Education.

Ths distribution of ECIA Chapter 1 funds now is governed by the

number of loW-income children in a state or LEA. As explained above,

the Chapter 1 formula could be made more sensitive i3Without abandoning

the premise that low income-is the.appropriate allocationcriterion,

by distinguishing among different degrees of poverty. A further refine-

ment would be to take into account the concentration of poverty in each

LEAi.e., the percentage of the LEA's student body from low-income

families
.63 Many additional Possibilities open u when one drops the

asaumption that low income is the sole relevant criterion. Among the

additional factors that might be considered are (1) indicators of

family disadvantagedness, such as the incidence of one-parent house-

holds, Welfare

(2) indicators

capita income,

dependency, and low levels of parental education,

of community socioeconomic conditions, such as per

unemployment rates, and housing conditions, and
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(3) direct indicators of educational needs, including not only the

previouslykmentioned performance indicators but also-such. other indices

as absenteeism-and drop-out rates. It is feasible to develop

formulas, as is shown below, in Which a combination of several of

these variables influences the size of an LEA's compensatory education

grant.

Under the Vocational Education ACt, funds are allocated_among

itatasmainly

only the most

tion services

indicators of

according to population counts, which are related in

general way to the h'eates' needs for vocational educe--

. The principal factors missing from the fdrmula are:.

the demand for vocationally trained indivi uals in eaCh:.

state's ecanomy. A,9iông the many such facEors that might b considered

are (1) the compos tion Of the state's economyas Mhasured by the

percentages of employment in manufacturing, commerce, services;

government, and 4ther sectors, (2) the socioeconomic make-up of the

state,(per capita income, level of-educational attainment, and per-
k; c'

centages of the work 'force in Various occupational categories),

.(3) economic conditions in the state, such at rates of economic growth

or decline, theunemployment rate, and the-late of job creation,,and

(4) such demographiC characteristics at the Tate of change in popula-
.

tion and the percentages of_the population in urban, suburban, and
;;;FI

rural areas. The relative weights to be assigned to such variables coUId

conceivably be determined by a statistical analysis of the degree to

whi.ch each Variable "expl ". interstate, variations in the demand for

vocational education services.

Multifactor Formulas. One theme of the foregoing,discussion is that

greater equity often requires formulas that reflect multiple.indicators

of need; Such multifactor formulas are common in the federal grant

system (the examples of General Revenue Sharing 4nd Community Development.

Block Grants have already been cited) but not in education. .There are

several methodi by which multifaCEor form41as can be co. tructed. The

simplest approa is to rely on a weighted.-sum formula 4 th type-already

described in te d1&cussion of multiple person counts. ,Another simple

for-Mule is the multiplicative type, in which aid is distributed in pro-

portion to the product of several factors. The present EC1A Chapter 1

aad Vocational Education formulas, with their "adjustment factors," are
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simpleaXamples of this family. There is also a more flexible and'

broadly applicable formula that combines-the multiplicative and

tAighted-sum approadhes: it consists of a compound need indicato

such as a weighted sum of person counts, multiplied by an adjustment

factor, which may itself be an amalgam of several variables.
64

There

are, of course, many other mathematical possibilities, but the ones

suggested here,areeprobably the simplest and most comprehensible

6rmulas that can handle multiple dimensions of need. These formulas LY
can also accommodate fiscal equalization factors .and' other adjustments

for state and local circumstances, as discussed below.

FUNDING,- FISCAL CAPACITY, AND EQUALIZATION

'For more than"a decade,- fiscal equalization and equity have been

the predominant themes in school finance. .Approximately half the

states, some acting under court order and some on their own, have

taken steps to reduce disparities in per pupil Spending and, resources

ening school districts and to reduce the,ddpendence of edustationaI

spending op local'wealth. The federal government has supported this

school finance reform movement in a variety of small ways but has,

done little to. promote fiscal equalization.either within or among

the etates through its own education grant programs.
65

-Most of the

existing federal fund distribution mechanisms lack explicit equalize-

tion features and have, at best, accidental equalization effects.

The issue, then, is whether fiecal equalization should become a more

important consideration in designing federal allocation mechanisms

and, if so, how this should be accomplished.

Laterstate Equalization

Only the federal government is' in a position to promote inter-
.

a
state equalization of educational resourcds, bgt the federal formulas

for digtributing funds to states contain A ost no equalization pro-

visions. The largest federal grant progr , ECIA Chapter 1, is, if

anything, counterequalizing: it proVides re money per low-income

child to states i4ith higher levels of per pupil spending. Although

this feature'has. been justified as a rough method of adjusting for

differences in costs, its eifect is a,give extra federal aid to the
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relatively wealthy, high-spending states and thus to reinforce exi ting

fiscal disparities. Other federal grant programs, such as-the Han:1-

capped program, are neutral; they distribute funds in proportion tb

numbers of target-group children, without regard to the state's capacity,

to finance educational services. The one program with an explicit

interstate equalization feature is Vocational Education, which con-

tains in its formula an "allotment ratio," negatively related to per

capita income. The effect of this factor is to give less vocational

education aid per capita, other things being equal, to higher-income

than to lower-income states. This provision is substantially watered

down, however, by constraints that liMit vari tion in the allotment

ratio to a relatively narrow range.66

Federal grants under ECIA Chapter I are enmetimes said to have an equal-

izing effect because th-amount of federal 4d.per pupil-is negatively corre-

lated with state per capita income; however this relationship is misleading:

It merely reflects the fact that per capita ncome and the number of low-income
as

pupils in a state are themselves correlated. A more valid test of.equalization
I

is whether federal aid tend& to equalize expenditures relative to needs -among

the states--e.g., is.the amount of aid per lowincome child negatively correlated

th per capita income? By that criterion, neither ECIA Chapter 1 nor the other

feder -programs, with the
4minor exception cited above, can begsaid to contribute

to nterstate equalization.

The question of whether the federal government should promote

interstate equalization has no objective answer--it calls for value

judgmepits about the deairability of:fiscal equalization In general,

equalization of educational services in particular, and the legitiMacy

of a federal redistributive role. A comparison with other areas of

federal involvement is instructive, however. 'It seems ironid that in

the area where fiscal equalization has been most eXtensively discussed

and most widely accepted at the state aevel--elementary and secondary

education--the federal government does far less to promote equalization

than it does in many other program areas. Outside education it

is common for federallgrants to be distribufed in inverse pro-

portion to state per capita income. The list of such grants in-

cludes Air Pollution Prevention and COntrol, Child Welfare Services,
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Developmental Disabilities, Vocational Rehabilitation Services,

Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Maternal and Child HealthPServices, Medicaid;

and Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
67

Moreover, a general

federal role in redistributing-zesoprces from better-off to less-well-
.

off states was confirmed (implicitly) by the enactment and renewal

of the General Revenue Sharing program, which also distributes funds

in inverse proportion to.per capita income. Thus, the absence of

equalization features in-the education programs is conspicuous and

difficult to account for in terMs.of established practice elsewhere

in the intergovernmental grant system.

Intrastate EqUalization

A policy of equalizing resources among the LEAs within.each state
-

has a firmer footing.in federal law and policy. Several federal educa-

tion grant programs contain explicit (though hot necessarily effeCtive)

,intrastate equalization provisions (notably Vocational Education and"

ESEA Title IV). There have alr been a number of federal activities in

support of such equalization, including technical assistance, research,

support for state equalization planning, and inclusion of equalization

-incentives in the Impact Aid program, but many of these have been

terminated. More important, the major target-group programs, ECIA

'Chapter 1 and Aid to the Handicapped, contain no intrastate equalization

features. The former federal policy may be characterized as one of mild

support, not backed up by significant resources; the present policy is

one of neglect.

A reason for the federal government to involve, itself in intrastate

equalization, apart from any interest in interdistrict equity per se,

is that large iesource disparities among districts may clash,with the

purposes of federal programs. In the'ase of compensatory education,

4
the federal government seeks to channel extra resources to educationially

deprived pupils. If some districts in a si'ate have very low expenditure

levels.even the extra federal funds may not bring total spending for

the educationally depriy4 children in those districts up to the levela

enjoyed by "regulate children in the more prosperous districts. These

educationally deprived Children would consequently r main at a disad-

vantage relative to regular children elsewhere in the state. Similarly,

171_

,71
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the federal purpose under P.L. 94-142 is to ensure that each handi-

capped child receives an "appropriate" education; but where large inter-
,

district expenditure disparities exist, the levels of support for the

lrhandicapped n the low-spending districts may fall short of prevailing

state standards of "appropriateness." It is in the federal interest,

therefore, to promote sufficient intrastate equalization to enaure that

each LEA's fiscal base provides an adequate foundation for targeted

federal programs.

Given the support for intrastate equalization that has sometimes

been eXpressed in Congress, it is not inconceivable that equalization

provisions will ane day be written into the major education aid pro-

grams. Further conaolidation of categorical grants into education
e

.

block grants would facilitate such a step. Realistically, however,

a shift toward equalization, with its attendant redistribution of

federal grant funds,'is not likely while aggregate federal aid !for

education is being reduced. A move toward equalization is therefore

not a ,serious short-term prospect.
1

Whether or not equalization is desirable, the federal government's
1

ability ta achieve equalization, either within or among statesk is

severely 'limited. The small federal share of funding for elementary

and secondary education places mathematical limits on the amount of

equalization that can be achieved by redeploying federal funds.

There are also political limitations on the federal government's

ability to allocate its grants unequally to states and localities

for the purpose of redistrThuti resources among them. Experience

has shown that federal grant pro rAms usually must distribute some funds

to everyone, equalization objec ives notwithstanding.
68

An all-

out equalization effort, under which wealthier areas receive no aid
4 _

at all, appears not to be feasible. In effect, only a fraction of

federal aid funds can be used to promote equalization. Another

political consideration is that Congress is generally reluctant to

reduCe aid entitlements aignificantly below pieviously established

levels, except when there is an across-the-board reduction in funding.

This means that funds for equalization would have to come mainly from

increased appropriations, which are unlikely to materialize in

education for years to come. Finally, equalization could clash wiql
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other program goals. Some of the major target groups of federal

education programs--disadvantaged children'and children Ylth limited

proficiency in English--are concentrated in states and districts with

above-average.wealth. Taking money from wealthy places to pursue

equalization might consequently harm some of the prime beneficiaries

of the present categorical programs. For all these reasons, the

federal government's ability to promote equalization by reallocating

its aid funds may be even more limited than is suggested by the

federal share of total educational spending.

Equalization Formulas

After 4 decade of school finance reform in the states, the

mechanics of equalization are well understood. The essential

point is tilat the-amount of federal aid per dhild must be

negatively related to income, wealth, or some other measure Of a

jurisdiction's fiscal capacity. Similar formulas can be used to

proMote both interstate and intrastate equalization, although data

limitationayould require the use of different measures of fiscal

capacity at the two levels: Perhaps the simplest equalization method

is to distribute aid in inverse proportion to per capita income. This

approach is inflexible mad not workable where the range of variation

in fiscal capacity is large, but it,has the advantage of familiarity,

haVing been used to distribute federal grants in a variety of non-

educational programs. A second method, analognus to the "foundation"

formula used in many state school finance systems, is to distribute

aid so thateach state or LEA is guaranteed a certain minimum level.

7
of per pupil support for its progtam, provided that it makes &certain

minimum effort to support the program from its own resources.
69.

This

approach would only make sense, however, where (a) the responsibility

for financing a program is shared between the federal government and

the states or LEAs, and (b) the federal share of program financing

id substantial. A third option is the "leveling up" formula, in .

which enough aid is first given tO the poorest:state or LEA to enable

it to finance iti program with the same effort as the second-poorest

jurisdiction; enough aid is then given to the two poorest jurisdic-

tions to bring them up to the level of the third-poorest; and

4
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so forth, until federal funds are exhausted. This strongly redis-

tributive formula provides no funds at all to the wealthier states

or LEAs, and thus would be unlikely to generate Congressional

enthusiasm. A fourth method, analogous to the "guaranteed tax base"

and "power equalization" formulas usekin some state school finance

systems, embodies the principle of "equal support for equal effort."

The allocation formula is of the "variable maeching" type,.under

which federal aid is linked to the leval of state, or local spending

for the program in question, but the rate at which'the federal govern-

ment matches nonfederal outlays depends inversely on state or local

wealth.
70

This formula can be a potent-equalization instrument, pro-

vided that the federal share of program financing is substantial, but

it is appropriate only where the value judgment has been made that a

state-or LEA should be rewarded in proportion to its fiscal effort

to support the aided program., In addition to all these specific

allocation formulas, there is also the option of allowing states with

satisfactory equalization formulas of' theit awn (according to some

federally established standard) to use the same method for allocating

federal funds as they use to allocate their awn equalized aid to LEAs.'
k

There are, in short, many available methads and no significant

methodological barriers to incorporating equalization features in the

federal fund disttibution formulas.

A final point on equalization is thai it is itiportant to dis-

tinguish between equalization of expenditures for federally aided pro-

grams or target groups and equalization of education spending in gen-

eral. No significant degree of equalization of general education

support is currently attainable because of the modept leverage afforded

by the present lowlevel of.federal funding. Only a limited degree of

equalization is likely to be obtainable in the program areas where

the federal contribution is modest (Handicapped and Vocational

EAucation).
/1 In the one area where'federal funding is substantial

compensatory education, substantial equalization could be achieved,

both within and among states. Both interstate and,interdistrict di

parities in educational services for the disadvantaged could be

reduced,substantially by writing strong equalization Provisions into

the Chapter 1 fund allocation formula. Concomitantly, however, it

74
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would be necessary to shift from the doctrine that Title I is a

federally funded "add-on" program to a concept of joint federal and

state-local responsibility for compensatory e4ucation for disad-

vantaged children.

VARIATIONS EN STATE AND LOCAL CIRCUMSTANCES

Two important cOnsiderations in assessing the equity of the

federal grant distribution mechanisms are (1) whether variations in

relevant state and loCal characteristics are taken into account

allocating aid, and (2) whether the allocation processes exclUde fac-

tors whose inclusion would create inequitable results. Because.the

present allocation mechanisms take account of so few factors, there

is little to say about variables whose inclusion undermines equity.

The one important variable in that suspect category is the ber pupil

expenditure variable in ECIA Chapter 1, the cOunterequalizing effects

of which have already been noted. Consequently, the main'issue is

whether relevant factors are missing. Would the'distribution oi,

federalLeducation dollars be more equitable if additional state and

local attributes were taken into account in the fund allocation

formulas?

Variations in the Cost of Educational Services ,

There is broad agreement that equity would be enhanced by adjusting

for geographical variations.in the cost of providing educational

services. To the extent that such variations exist, equal-dollars do

not buytequal educational services. Thus, federal programs intended
a

to provide equal benefits to all members of a target group actually

providSlower benefits io those who live in high-cost areas than to

those who live in low-cost areas To equalize the benefits one would

have to adjust grant amounts to offset the cost differentials. In

principle, this could be accomplished by incorporating sppyopriate

cast adjustment factors, or cost indices, into the aid allocation

system. Unfortunately, suitable indices are not yet available for

use in federal grant distribution forMulas. Several States have

attempted to ddvelop cost indices for their own use in distributing

state education aid among districts; but unresolved technical issues
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and problems of political acceptability have deterred them from

putting the indices into operation.
72

No interstate cost-of-

education indeX has yet been developeC although constructing such

an index might be technically feasible. Whether Congress would write

a cost index into Its aid formulas is another matter, but we are

unlikely to find out until someone constructs the index and incorpo-.

rates it into a specific legislative proposal.

Variati$ns in the Cost of Living

Under ECIA _chapter 1, federal funds are distributed according to

a count of low-iUcome children in each state and LEA', but the low-,

income standard is a national one that takes no account of geo-

graphiCal.variations in the cost of living. By.not adjusting'for

living costs, the formula discriminates in favor of low-cost places.

Children are not counted in Northern cities who have substantially

lower real incomes than do children who are counted in Southern rural

districts. Compensatory education funds would be distributed more

equitab4 if the low-income standard were adjusted to represent the

same -level of real income in each state:
73

Making these adjustments

would require a state-level or regional-level cost of living index,

neither of which is now available; however, the techniquea for con-
-, .

structing such an index are routine, and there is no doubt that one

could be produced if it were wanted. Again, the question is whether

CCiagress would be willing to include such an adjustment factor in its

formulas.

Urban aiad Rural Factors, Density, Sparsity, and Size

All these factors are cited frequently as things that should be

considered in distributing education funds. They appear in various

combinations in state school finance formulas. None currently appears

in a federal fund distribution formula; however, sOme are among the

factOrs to.be "taken into account!' in state-designed formulas under

ESEA-Title IVB, Vocational Education, and ECIA Cliapter 2. The question

is.whether equity is enhanced when'such variables are taken into

account,
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Of the factors listed above, district size is the one most

frequently found in state aid formulas. Many states recognize that

small districts face resource indivisibilities aad therefore have

relatively high costs per pupil. The two federal programs that

allocate funds directly to LEAs, ESEA Title I aad Handicapped,

circumvent the small-size iroblem by establishing de minimus rules

that make the smallest districts ineligible for funds. This seems

an adequate solution, provided that superordinate,agencies (counties,

intermediate districts, or states) assume responsibilities for serving

children from the excluded districts. It would be possible, of

course, for the federal goverament to emulate the states by allowing8

extra aid to snall districts, but this not only would complicate the

formulas but also would set up perverse incentives to carry on

uneconomically small programs.

Many stafe aid formulas provide extra aid to sparsely populated

school districts (usually in rural areas) to offset the higher costs

of operating school systems with widely dispersed pupils aad schools.

One might argue that federal aid a/location formulas should take sparsity

into account also, but it may not be feasible to develop a general

sparsity factor that applies to all states. A possible solution,

then, is to allow states to use their own sparsity factors, perhaps

subject to federal approval, to modify the allocations of federal,aid

among their districts.

Density is the iaverse of sparsity, but a density factor is

generally understood to mean one that provides extra aid to densely

populated central-city districts. It thus has an alIocative effect

similar to that of an explicit urbaa factor. The two rationales for

iacluding urban or density factors in aid formulas are that city dis7

tricts confront special problems not encountered elsewhere (e.g., needs

for security services) and that costs are higher in urban areas.

Several states include either a density or an urban factor in their

general school finance formulas. A case can be made for including such

variables in federal formulas as well, provided that the same cost or

need differentials are not already corrected for by other adjustment

factDrs.

There is considerable redundancy among the different types of

factors discussed here and in previous sections. If a fund distribution

`I s
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mechanism already takes into account the concentration of needs,.as

does the formula of ECIA Chapter 1, that diminishes the case for

including urban or density factors. Similarly, if there is a cost

adjustment factor in the forTla there is less reason to make special

provision for rural or urbamedistricta. In the absence of an .

acceptable cost index, adjusting for urban or rural location or

1/population density may be a reasonable "Second-best" method of .

allowing for geographical variations in educationally relevant

conditions.

Variations in Fiscal Effort

One of the major issues in grant program design is whether the

distribution formulas should reward state or local fiscal effort. The

usually cited reasons for doing so are to induce states and LEAs to

allocate some of their own resources to programs of interest to the

federal government and to implement a phiiosophy of federal and state-

local "sharing" in the costa of activitits of interest to both national

and state or local constituencies. At present, the incentive grant
0 .

component of ESEA Title'I is the only education grant program that

rewards effort explicitly, although the basic Title I formula also may

be construed as rewarding effort to a limited degree. However, linking

federal aid to state or local spending by means of some type of

matching formula is common in many grant programs outside the educa-

tion field.
74

.

The equity implications of rewards for fiscal effort depend on

. how the rewards art structured. If all;states or LEAs were rewarded

at the same rate--i.e., if the federal government matched state,or

local spending in some fixed ratio--the effect wou;441most certainly

be to-increase disparities in educational outlays for the programs 'in

question. Wealthier states and localities would be likely to spend

more for the federally aided programs and thus to receive larger

federal grants. This cmtcome is not inevitable, however. An appro-

priate system of variable matching rates can equalize the opportuni-

ties available to districts of different wtaltth. The key requirement

is that the federal matching rate must be a negative function of the
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grantee's fiscal capacity. Some of the previously mentioned equaliz-

ation.forrlas embody this principle, and thereby prOvide the means for

rewarding fiscal effort without necessarily sacrificing fiscal equal-

ization.

It should be noted, however, that incorporation of an effort factor

into an aid formula entails a shift from one definition Of equity to

another. Without such a factor, the prevailing equity principle is

"equal aid to places with equal educational need;" with an effort factor

it becomes "equal fiscal opportunity to places with equal educational

need." That is, with the effort factor in the formula, two places with

equal need will receive equalaid only'if they also exert equal fiscal

effort to support the program in question; but if the rates of effort are

unequal, the place that makes the greater effort will-receive mord aid

relative to its needs. Equal treatment, in this instance, consists of

liaving the same opportunitY to "earn" federal aid, regardless of local

revenue-raising apility. The price of rewarding fiscal effort, then;

is a certain measure of inequality among places with equal educational

circumstances but unehual tastes for the program in question.

EQUITY AND DISCRETIONARY GRANTS

Because of the 1981 grant consolidation, there -will be less reliance

in the future than in the past on discretionary allocation processes to

distribute federal education funds. Several programs that depended

wholly or in part on discretionaryrprocesses, such as ESEA Titles II,

IVC, and VI, were merged into.the block grant under ECIA Chapter 2.

Several major discretionary programs-remain it operation, however,

including Bilingual Education, Headstart, and the state-operated portion

of the Handicappea :program; moreover ECIA Chapter 2 has established a

new discretionary program to distribute 20 percent of the block-grant

funda. The fairness of discretionary processes is therefore still an

important consideration in assessing the equity of the education grant

distribution System.

Two special issues of equity arise in connection with discretionary

grants. One is how discretion per se affects equity. In particular,

would equity be enhanced iE some of the present discretionary grants

were replaced by formula grants, and is the transformation from dis-
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cretionary to formula grants feasible? The sedond issue is whether

the discretionary allocation processes themselves are equitablethat

is, are they organilzed and-cOndUcted "fairly." Unfortunately; very

little is known abc& how the present discretionary Processes actually

operate (as was explained in Chapter II), and this, coupled with the

lack of a well-defined concept of equity of.a, discretionary procesa,

severly limits what can be said about these issues. NeVertheless, an

attempt is made below to sketch brieflY some pertinent equity criteria

and to.apply them,to the limited extent possible, to the present

discretionary;programs.

Discretionary Versus Formula Grants

Allocation by formula is More objective and less manipulable.but

not necessarilY more equitable than discret±quary_a4hcatiOn. As this

chapter has d'ainnstrated, forMulas can and do deviate substantially from

generally accepted principles of equity. Olathe other hand,- one tan

conceive of a highly equitable discretionary process that responds

sensitively to the circumstances of different jurisdictions and treats

all applicantS evenhandedlY. What does differentiate discretionary grants

and formula grants sharply, however, is the eaie with which equity can be
P

demonitrated. The equity of'ormula grant is apparent for all tO.judge

froM the formula itself, while the equity of a discietionary grant depends

primarily on the unobservable behavior and unknown motives of program

officials. This uncertainty about process equity is aCcentuated in the

case of the major current discretionary programs because so little about

the selection and award processes is specified in the legal framework.

With the "rules of the game" unstated, as in Bilingual Education or ESEA

Title VI, the prodesses are established, controlled, and subject to manip-

ulation by program administrators. The same discretionary program.could be

run equitably one year but abused for political or Other purposes in a

different year, depending on the inclinations of those in power. Thus,

while there is nothing-in principle tmay that a discretionary grant will

be less equitable than a formula grant,-there are also no grounds for con-

fidence that equity will prevail. Lack of accountability relegates,the

discretionary programs to a suspect category and motivates the search for

formula-grant alternatives to the present discretionary.programs.

8i)
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Reliance on discretionary fund allocation is sometimes a matter

of necessity and sometimes a matter of choice. It is a necessity where

the purpose of the program requires selection of a few grantees from a

larger pool of applicants on the basis of the "quality" of proposed

projects. For instance, subjective judgment, and hence discretion, was

required to select grantees under the now defunct ESEA Title IVC innovw-

tion program, where the likely success and-potential educational signifi-

cance f proposed innovations were central allocation criteria. (Note,

howeve , that the discretion was exercised at the state level; federal

funds iere distributed among the states by formula.) 'Under such programs,

the issue of discretionary versus formula allocation does not arise, and

the only relevant equity, issue is the fairness of the discieiionary

process. It is not clear, however, that major recent and current dis-

cretionary grants belong in the category of inherently discretionary

programs. Bilingual Education grants could certainly be distributed to a

dtates by formula, as in the Title IVC example, and could conceivably be

allocated to LEAs according to formulas based on numbers of liMited-

English-proficient children; Emergency School Aid funds (ESEA. Title VI)

might have been allocated to LEAs according to numbers of children

affected by desegregation plans; and Headstart funds, which are apportioned

among states according to numbers of poor children, could also be distrib-

uted to localities according to a similar formula.
75

t is relevant to

ask, then, whether switching from a discretionary to a formula method of

allocation might enhance equity under these programs. For concreteness,

this issue is discussed below with particular reference to Bilingual

Education, for which discretionary versus formula allocation is a live

current issue.
76

Bilingual Education is legally constituted as a program that (a)

supports limited-duration "capacity-building" projects, (b) awards funds

to only a fraction of the eligible LEAs--those that win grants compe-

titions, and (c) bases the awards mainly on judgments about the "quality"

of proposed projects and only secondarily on needs for bilingual education

services.
77

T ese ttributes imply a need for subjective judgment and
0

consequently for discretionary funding at some stage of the allocation

process, although this'leaves open the aforementioned option Of shifting

the discretionary process to the state level. But going further, one
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'can question whether the concept of tngual education aid as a com-

petitive, capacity-building program shckulde retained. If that doctrine

were altered--and, especially, if the shi t were in the direction of

federal support for ongoing bilingual education services--the rationale

for a program of discretionary rather than formula-grants would dis-

appear.

The principal arguments for dropping the concept of limited-duration,

competitive, capacity-building grants are that it is (a) inadequate to

meet current federal responsibilities for limited-English-proficient (LEP)

children and (b) inconsistent mith the reality of the present program.

Through federal court decisions interpreting the civil rights laws,. and

Executive Branch actions to implement the courts' rulings, the government

has taken on the role of guaranteeing appropriate services for limited-

English-proficient children, just as P.L, 94-142 guarantees such services

for the handicapped.
78

Under the law, bilingual education (or some equiv-

alent service for LEP children) isnot an option or "frill" but something

that LEAs mist provide, regardless of their tastes, their capacities, or

,their abilities to write high-quality'proposals. To award funds comp et-

1.tfvely, then, seems inherently inequitable. since the losers as well-

as the winners are obliged to operate projects. The federal government

has imposed a service requirement- on all, but under the current doctrine

shares the fiscal burdens of only- the most able, From the

standpoint of equity, the reverse of the present policy.might be pre-

ferable--that is, funding priority for the LEAs least ible to design

and conduct high-quality programs on their own. But setting that

radical suggestion aside, there is a strong case for applying to bilingual

education the model of'the other target-group programs--allocation to

LEAs by formula according to numbers of target-group pupils (or, prefer-

ably, according to more refined indicators of the need for bilingual

education services). 0

The case for shifting to a formula grant in bilingual education is

reinforced by indications that the present program is. not entirely.what

it is said to be. Although funds are nominally awarded for limited-.

duration grants, soMe districts have enjoyed continuous suppbrt for

many years.
79 -In effect, their bilingual education efforts have ben-

efitted froM in ongoing federal subsidy, while LEAs with similar needs

cc_



and similar federally Created fiscal burdens have received no compare

assistance. No information was available for this study on how the

decisions were made that resulted in continuous fUnding of soMe.LEAs,

but the existence of a class.of permanent grantees is itself a sourte

of concern about the equity of the present discretionary program.

Alternatives to the prssent federal* conducted discretionary
. _

process for allocating bilingual education funds include (1) distrib-

uting federal formula'grants to the states and delegating the dis-

cretionary,decisionmaking to the state lavel, (2) distributing federal

formula grants to the states and requiring each statesto develop its

awn formula for distributing funds to its LEAs (As in Vocational,Educ-

atiOn), and (3)-allocating federal funds by formula down tothe LEA

.level (as in campen'satory education). ,The first alternative is the

_sUbject of a recent Departmentof. Education seudy, which finds that

there would be relatively little effect on the interstate distribution

of fundssince allocations Are already roughly proportional to the
V.Ae2,

nutbers of LEP children in each state.8° The effect on it rastate

distributions is of course unknown. .The option is compatible with the

present emphases 'on capacity building and proposal quality, but, has

the disadvantage that the fedatal governtent wOuld have'to establish a
0

standard'national definition of the LEP.target-group for use in the'

fortula. The second option woUld Presumably imply a shift to a need-
.

based allocation criterion both within and4mong states, although states

could be permitted to consider innovativeness'and sther quality attributes

as formula factors.. Ajederal definition of LEPchildren would govern

the interstate distributiion, but states could be-permitted to use their

own target group definitions for the allocation Among LEAs: A very

res ictive version of this option woUld require allocation to LEAs in

ortionto,numbers of TIEP pupils,.leaving states discretion over only

e defifiition of "LEP." A looser version would allow states to decide

he relative weights to be given to 'multiple allocation factors, although
_

precautions would, have to be taken to avoid the problems (discussed in

Chapter III) of other programs that,he delegated formula-design'pawers

to state agencies. the thirf optton--formula allocaticin down to the LEAs---.

would require a gtandard definition Of target-group pupils'and federally

established weights for all. formula factors, but this would represent no

4

V 1.
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'increase in centralization since the,present_discret briery process is

entirely in federal hands. This all-formula option Jould make sense

only in connktion with a broader policy decision to accord education

of LEP children the Same' status as education of the disadvantaged and

handicapped-an activity that receives continuing federal suppOrt based

on state and local needs.

Would a shift to a needs-based fOrmula necessarily mean more

eqUitable distribution of bilirigual educatibn funds? Certainly there

would be less arbitrariness, the allocation process would be open to

scrutiny, and there would be an end to the present pattern of contin-

uous\guippoit for some and no support at all for others. This does.not

necessarily mean, however, that there would be an improved match of

funds.to educational needs. Specifically, concern has been sxpressed that the
.

present discretionary program protects one aspect of equity that might

have to be sacrificed under a formula grant; namely, it permits a very

uneven geographical distribution of federal aid to match the very

uneven geographical incidence of LEP children in the United Staten.

A formula grant prdgrim, It is said, tends towall homogeneity: all

states and LEAS must get something, even if their needs are not great.

Thus, a pattern Of concentrating funds on a relatively few high-need districts,

which some consider desirable, might not be sustainable under a formula grant.

Technically, the problem of undue spreading of resources can be avoided by

Writing high thresholds of need into the district-level aid formulas

, (e.g.; xequiring minimum numbers, and/or percentages of LEP children tb

make an LEA eligible for a grant). The point at issue is political rather

than technical, however: would Congress accept a sharply written defin-

sed-thatr concentrates ledexal_grants heavily in a relntively -

few states and LEAs. While the case for a'formula grant is strong, a

recommendation for change would re to be conditional on a satisfactory

resolution of this iasue.

Fairness of Discretionary Processes

WhSre allocation by formula is infeasible or uniikely,.distributional

equity hinges on the fairness of the discretionary process itsnlf. Unlike

formula grants, discretionary grants cannot be evaluated for equity on

the basis of allocative outcomes. There is no external standard against'
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,

which to determine if the "best" applicants have been chosen or if funds

have been properly apportioned among the grantees. An attempt to make
4

such a determinationsay, by co

;

paring actual program decisions with

independent ratings of the propo als--would be merely to pit one set

of subjecative judgments against 4nother. To decide whether discretion...,

ary grants,are being allocated fairly, one must focus on the decision

mechanisms: are the rules of the game fair, and are they fairly applied

by the funding agency?
(

That brings us to the question of hat constitutes a fair discre-

tionary process. Can spebific elements of fairness be defined, either

for.appraising the existing processes or for designing fair processes

for the future? While fairness is ultimately in the eye of the beholder,

many interested parties would agree.that the relevant considerations

/include those discussed in the following paragraphs.

\Selection Criteria. The criteria forichoosing grantees should

presumably be explicit, comprehensive, demonstrably relevant to, or

derived from, the Congressionally established program goals, and.

sufficiently operational to be understandable to the applicants and

interpr table with reasonable consistency by proposal reviewers. The

criteri1 for ihe major federal discretionary programs are reasonably

explicit. Specific criteria, sometimes with numerical weights, are

prescribed in the,regulations, as explained in Chapter II. Unfortunately,

many of the other desirable attributes are lacking. The Bilingual

Education program specifies the weights to be attached to certain

criteria but tilen introduces additional items to be considefed, to, an

unspecified e*Itent, in choosing grantees.'-Thus, the formal criteria

Turn-bUt-talrhaaamprehensive, and the full,set of criteria is less

than explicit', The Emergency School Aid and.Headstart programs specify

criteria...without weights, which greatly diminishes the usefuiness of the

criteria to apOiicants. A particular source of %onfusion is the relation-'

ship between criteria of need and criteria of proposal quality. In both

the Bilifigual Education and Emergency School Aid programs explicit,

quantitative measures of meed4are set forth in the regulations, but it

is not clear how these indices enter into the decision process. It

appears that LEAs with very high needs for assistnace could be passed

*over in,favor of LEAs with much lower needs but higher-quality proposals,
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even though it is not clear that this is what Congress intended.
81

Finally, certain criteria seem cons cuously nonoperationale.g.,

"commitment and capacity" of an LjA, leaving ample rooni . for manipulation

of the proposal ratings. The stated criteria could easily be tightened

up if the will were there, but the funding agencies have little incentivr

to be more definitin, since doing so would-reduce their.flexibility.

Selection Procedures. Most would agree that proposals should be
.

judged objectively and evenhandedly by disinterested reviewers in a

process shielded from political manipulation, but it is virtually

impos ible torname specific arrangements that will guaranteethese

desire raits. Nevertheless, some pertinent protege may

be noted. The identity of the rvieWers is a

major concern. Other-things being equal, the more insulated the reviewers

are from.the political-level decisionmakers of the granting agency, the'

more objective the process will, at least, appear to be-. Thus, review

by outside raters will appear more disinterested than revieW by agency

professionals, which in turn will appear more objective than review by

the program administrators. The method of selecting reviewer0 is itself .

an element that may contrittute to or detract from equity. A procedure e

that distances choices, or at least nominations, of reviewers.fram the

political deciSionmakers would be preferable to one in which the offiiials name'

the'reviewers themselves* 'Some mechanics of the-review and rating process

may also be germane. For instance, a systfm based on indepoeft.ratings,

by multiple reviewers (especially outsiders) is more secure against manip-

ulatión than is a system of tollective decisionmaking at agency-controlled,

1

sessions. *multistage reve& sy4tem may also contribute to equity,

especially if the later-stage reyiewers are required to decument their

reasons for overturning lawer-level decisions. A related.consideration

is how much power the process confers on htgher-level officials to modify

or override the results of the professional-technical reviews: While

ultimate power must reside with political officials--department secretaries,

;agency directors, and their designeesthere remains an important role for
A

procedural safeguards to deter purely political decisionmaking at- the

upper levels. These include such things as requirements for foymal'just-

ification, for diaclOsure of potential conflicts'of interest, and for
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participation of officials from' outside the immediate program office.

Perhaps more important than Any specifics.of the process is.the

general principle.that grantees should be selected according to rules

that are well-defined, predetermined,-and known to the applicants end

other interested parties. The hidden, unstated nature of the present

processes contributes,-as much as anything else, to doubts that dis-

cretionary grants are being equitably dietributed. It is common

practice ip many other federal discretionary programs to spell out in

the formal regulations how the review process will be conducted,

Making such information available would be ame step, albeit a fmall one,

likoward building confidence in the equity of the discretionary education

grant programs. 4

Determination of Grant Amounts. An equitable discretionary,alloc-
.

ation process would include explidit procedures_ for/determining grant

amounts as well as for, selecting grantees, but suthrocedures ere

'absent under the present programs. The legal frameworks of the Bilingual

Education .and Emergeney School Aid programe say virtually nothing about

how these amounts should be established, set no standards.for calculAting

reasonable costs, and impose no discernible limits on agency discretion:

Judging by fragmentary data for Bilingual Education, this broad discretion %

' has resulted in wide variations abong grantees in the emount of.federal'

aid per participating pupif.
82 It is hard to explain, from the stand-

-

point of equity, why the level of federal support for a progrem should

be substantially-greater in one state or LEA than'in another,,except to

compensate,for such specific factors as price differentials, economies

of scale, and needs for facilities and equipment. Even where the need

for discretionary selettion of grantees is unchallenged, the need for

discretionary determination of the size of each,graneseems questionable.

The arditrariness of the present discretionaryprocesses could be reduced
.1\

substantially by establishing sPecific cost.guOelines, such as upper ahd

lower bounds on the amount of aid per participating pupil; and by iden-

' tifying in adVance the types'of circumstances that might justify deviations

from the funding'.norm.
,

State-Operated Discretionary Protesses. Although the same issues of

fairness arise in connection with both federally operated and state-
.

'operated discretionary processes, the scope for federal action is very
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'different in the rwo cases. With regard to federally oPerated programs,

it would be reasonable for either Congress,or the De.partment of Education

to lay out detailed procedural guidelines for discretionary allocation

of funds,. In the case of state-operated processes, however, federal

specifitation writing would.claph with the delegation of discretionary

authority to the states. It would be.:inappropriate, for example, to

prescribe allocation "at state discretibe and then to turn around and

dictate detailed allocation criteria or specify-which state officiais

should review grant proposals. This does not imply that the federal

government should do no lmore.than at present to encourage staies.to

distribute discretionary funds fairly (which, as expl ined in Chapter II,

is virtually- nothing). A compromise between telling frhe states what to

do aild providing no safeguards at all is to require4e gtates.to formUlate

explicit discretionary processes of their own. Federal regulations
,

might require, for example, that each state notify its LEAs of the

selection criteria, evaluation and,selection methods,and rules far

determining grant aMounts-that it will use to make discretionary grants

under each federal program. Where states are required to suhmit their

program plans for federal approval (as under the Handicapped program),

this informaeion could,be made a required item in each State plan.' Where

ihere are no requirements for plans or federal appreivally, the information

would at least be available for scrutiny by local salool officials, state

legislators, and Other interested parties.

CONCLUSIONS

The present federal aid allocation formulas are not so much ineqditable

as insensitive. They take into account too few Of the relevant educational.

and fiscal factors to satisfy widely shared standards of disrributional

Justice. Specifically, most of the present interstate and intrastate:

allocation fordulas (1) distribute-did according.to person couilts that

are only loosely! linked to the program's goals, (2) take no account of'k
. ..

other dimensions of educational need, (3) donothing to compensate
I (

(equalize) for differences in revenue-raising ability, and (4) fail-to

adiust for variationa in costs. fiscal effort, and other'fiscal factors.

The correspondence.betpeen aid allpcationa and educational needs

.codld be improved by sieveloping formulas that take into.account the

. 80'
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severity as well as the incidence ofeducational problems,-the hepero

geneity of target poliuiations, and indicators of needs other than person
,

counts. A limited degree of interstate fiscal equaliietion (consistent

with the small federal financial role in education) coun be achieved.by*

methods analogous to those of state school ,f.inance systems, if sirch equal-

ization were deemed politically desirable; a limited degree of iftrastate
_

equalizationacpuld be iiromoted by building appropriate incentives into .

the federal grants. Methods borrowed froi state aid systems could.a1s0

be used to take into account ikeriations in effort, costs of services,

and other relevant circumstances. The resulting forqulas would be more \

complicated than the present ones but no more so than the, formulas of

other well-established state and federal grant nrogrmn.

Federal discretionary grant programsoin education have not been

shown to be inequitable, but there is-reason for skepticism about hOW

ihey are being conducted. A shift from discretionary to formula funding

of the Bilingual Education pro (and perhaps other discretionary

programs) would make the allocation process less arbitrary but would

entail rethinking the federal role. Meanwhile, providing explicit and

A detailed, descriptions of the discretionary processes (and assurances that

the processes are adhered to) would help to build confidence that the

programs are being admin4tered equitably.

4._

,
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V. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The foregoing analyses of federalism and equity issues confain

many findings and suggestionts concerning the major categorical grant.'

programs, the new education block grant, and possible policy options

for the future. This chapter brings together the main policy implic-,

ations pertaining to each current and prospective progtmn. Many of

,the options mentioned here have little chance-of'being considered in

the present political and fiscal climatet but ik the rapid awings in

federal education policy during recent.decades are any'suide, there ,
4

. -are few things that can be ruled out with assurance as possibilities

."for kuture years.

MAJOR CATEGORICAL GRANT PROGRAMS

Much of this-report-has focused on the major categorical grant

programs -imeIementary and secondary education-compensato4 education,

education for the handicapped, vocational education, and, to a leper

extent, bilingual education.. The cliagnosiaof the federalism and equity

problems associated with-each program has led to various propOsals for

change,
r

ranging from relatively minor tinkering with eiisting formulas

. to wholesale'revisioi of the funding mechanisms. The following are the

major considerations that seem likely to be psrtinent to future debates

over fund distribution under these programs.

Compensatory Education

The structure of die,fund distribution mecnism of ESEA Title I/

ECIA Chapter 1 ia well sUlted to,a program that (a) providea, the dominant

:share of funding in its field end (b) heeds to confrol,allocations to the

local level to enstire that federal goals are accomplished; but the

present.design may became leas sUitable over time if recent fiscal trends

..continue. S'pecifically, the grawth of state comAnsatory education

programs and other programs aimed at thf sime clientele (e.g., remedial

programs associated with minimunp.compefency, requirements), coupledwith

the siiarp decline in federal funding and the poor prospeCts for a reversal.,
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of that decline in the future, could eventually,reduce the federal
ctr

government to a minor partner in financing services for the disadvantaged.

In that context, the effectiveness of federal control over the intra-

state distribution of federaInid would diminish-. It would become

increasingly unreasonable to asslime that the.prescribed distribution of

federal aid is simply superimposed up$1n an independently determined

pattern of state and local resources. Instead, it would become necessary

to consider options that have been relevant, up to now, mainly for the

programs in which the federal financial share is small. These .

include arrangements for joint' distribution of federal and nonfederal

compensatory educatiOnfunds, federal incentives to encourage desirable

didtributions of state aid, and delegation to the states of some control.<

, over the allocation of compensatory aid to LEAs. Consideration of such

fiscal options would inevitably entail some rethinking--already overdue--

of the doctrine that the federal compensatory program should be fiscally

and, organizatiOnally separate. Thus, the effort to rationalize the

funding mechanism might well become entangled with broader issues of

program reform.-

Even-if the aforementioned trends to not materialize and comOensatory

education retains its status as a separately funded, separately adMinistered

federal program, a,greater state role in the fund allocation process

would be necessary to accommodate certain refinements of the funding

'formula: Specifically, it would be essential to rely on.state data, and

hence to decentralize the allocation process, to (a) bring educational

performance data into the funding formula, (b) equalize Chapter 1 grants

to compensate for differences in local tax bases, or (c) adjust for cost

variations among LEAs.

Apart from accepting educational performance as A funding criterion

and decentralizing the allocation system--either of which would mark a

major shift in.program philosophy--other options aimed at proving

distributional equity fall under the heading of tinkering with the formula.

The severity dimension of the low-income problem could be taken into

account in both the interstate and intrastate allocation formulaS, alloc

ations to states could be equalized by linking them inversely to personal

income, and the counterequalizing effect of the'present expenditure fdctor

could be removed. These and other detailed formula options have been

9,
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extensively discussed, and their effects simulated, in previous

studies Of the ESEA Title I funding Mechanism. ,

Changes in the funding formula and other issues of program

design have usually been considered in conjunction with reauthor-

ization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. The

next reauthorization was tp have been in 1982-83, but the cycle was

broken by enactment.of the EduCational Consolidation,and Improvement

Act of 1981. Because the new law was passed in the Midst of a hectic

debate over the federal budget, there was no opportunity for consider-

ation of such detailed issues as formula refinement. The next major

opportunity for considering reform, then, will be when the EC1A itself

comes up for renewal. The fiscal outlook that far ahead is so clouded

and the prospects for federal education policy so uncertain that one

cannot.hegin to predict which fUnd allocation issues, if any, are

likely to be'on the policy agenda.

Education for the Handicapped

The federal government has pursued two malov'strategies to channel'

resources into special education forAthe handicapped. On one hand, it

has established the mandate to serve all handicapped children "appro7

pti 4. tely"; on the other, it covers part of the cost (a Minor fraction)

by dis rib.0uting fOrmula grants to states and LEAs. Of the two approaches,

the service mandate is more important, both in terns of the Volune of

funds affected and the impact on the interstate and intrastate distributions of

resources. The presence of the service manOate is consequently a major considera

tion in assessing the present funding mechanism and any proposals for change.

As explained in Chapter III,,there is a disjunction under the

Handicapped program between the structute of the federal funding mech-

anism and the reality of the fiscal environment. Because the federal

share of funding is small compared with the state share, prescribing how

the federal aid shall be distributed to LEAs is'ineffectual. The overall

distribution-of funds for the handicapped within each'state-would pro-

bably be insignificantly different from what it is now if all federal aid

41.
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were turned over to the States with no listributional strings attached.

Moreover, given the federal service mandate, it is not clear what purpose

would be served by prescribing how the small amount of federal aid

should be distributed, even if that prescription could be made binding.

One Structural change"to consider!, therefore, is federal disengagement

from the issue"of intrastate allocation. This would mean'allowing the

states to'distribute 100 percent, rather than.the present 20 percent,

of Handichpped funds at their own discretion.

Should-federal safeguards be deemed necessary to ensure that states

_treat all their LEAs fairly, there are two ways to proceed. One is_by

attempting to control the distribution of federal funds direttly, if not

by prescribing a formula, then by establishing standards of equity that .

states must satisfy with fdrmulas of their own. It is evident, however,

that such standards would be ineffective unless applied to the whole

pool of federal,-state, and local funds for the handicapped, but any

attempt.to set such far-reaching standards would ripresent a major fed-
[ -[

eral intrusibn into state and local budgetmaking. A more.effective

apprbach would be to attach distributionalsaieguards to the present

service mandate, perhaps by defining the minimum level of service that

qualifies as "appropriate." That being done, there wodld be no further
/

rationale for federal involvement with the intrastate distribution formula.

Another reason for at least partial federal disengagement.from the

intrastate distribution process is that the present federal formula

(like any nationally applicable formula)'is necessarily crude,'while

state-designed formulas can and do take into account-the varying costs

of serving more and less severely handicapped children. Certainly, the

Department of Education should have the flexibility), when dealing with

a state that.operates a full-blown weighted-pupil/ibrmula, to waive the

federal formula in favor of the more sensitive State instrument. Going

further.along the same line, the federal formula might be eliminated _

in favor of a requirement that each state distribute federal handicapped

funds according to a weighted-pupil formula of its own.
0

(,) Two changes in the interstate distribution formul at would make

the allocation of federal handicapped funds more equitable are, one, a

shift froth the present undifferentiated count of pupils to a weighted
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count, and two, incorporation of a substantial'element,of equalization

into the system. There is a special reavn to consider equalization.

with respect to aid for the handicapped whether one is generally

favorable.to equalization or not, namely that the federal government

itself has created a iight to appropriate services and.placed the

burden of financing those services on fiscally unequal states. It

'seems only reasonable, under those Circumstances, for the govegitiOnt

to ensure that all states, including the fiscally weakest; will be

ablg to carry out their,obligatiOns on roughly equal terms.'

Vocational" Education

The funding mechanism of the Vocational Education program, unlike

those Of other categorical programs, contains features tAat seeriCailiecl

at dealing with issues of federalismand equity in the distribution

of federal aid. The program's 50-50 matching requirement brizjgs a

certain portion of the nonfederal resources for vocatio education

'under the,umbrella of federal allocational rules. The federal govern-

ment does not prescribe a specific lormula for distributing federal funds

to LEAs but lets each state design its own formula according to general

federal guidelines. There are fiscal equalization provisions in both

the interstate allocation formula and the rules governing allocation to

LEAs. For reasons diScussed earlier, these provisions do not work well,

and they,are not adequate to deal with the problems, but they do contain

the seeds of (and establish.precedents for) more effective solutions.

The key structural prohlem is the s:ame in Vocational Education as

in the Handicapped program: the small share of federal funding makes

it difficult for the federal government to exert any real influence over

th4 distribution of resources among LEAs. Eveneith 50-50 matching, only

one-fiftfi'Or one-fourth of the available4resources are subject. to federal

influence. Moreover, the federal guidelines concerning state-designed

formulas are too weak to-ensure that even that small portion of the

resources will be distributed according to federal priorities. To

assert federal influ nce effectively, it would be necessary not only

to tighten the guid ines but to make them applicable to a substantially

larger portion 6f state-local vocational education funds, but in the

°

9 4
-4
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prgient political climate, which is inimical to extensions of federal

control, that is not a realistic option. A somewhat more palatable

alternative might be_to offer either fiscal or nonfiscal incentives to

states that distribute their vocational education resources i

manner'consistenp with federal priorities.. Unless such refms can

.be effected there.would he little point to Maintaining.the present

federal involVement.With intrastate distributiOn, which prpduces the

illusion but not the 7ality Of federal influence..

The federal lormula for distributing Vocational Education aid :

among states has the positive diatinction of being0the only such

formula with an equalization feature and the negative distinction of

relying on the.need indicator--weighte4opu ion--4east related to
4

-

t h e program's goal. .Tha formula could be imProve materially by

replacing the popUlation 'variables with a aet of stg e characteristics

more directly related to the demand for vocational education--in

paftiqmlar, factors representing the industrial and occUpational mixes

of each state.

Bilingual 'Education

The'question of fild distributiorCin bilingual_ education is sUb-

ordinate to a more. fundamental issue-concerning the federal role. If

the present doctrine of.competitive., limitedduraiibn capacitybuilding

grants is retained, then the allocation-Method must- remain discretionary,

and effortS to enhance equitY muat focus On improving the discretionary

*ocess. On the opher hand, if the .overnniefiteventually takes on the

same role With respect to limited-English-proficient children as it has

aasumed with respect to disadvanteaged and handicapped children, it

would become reasOnable to develop a formula for distributing bilingual

funds.
,

Steps hat would make the discretionary process more equitable ,

include (1) combining-all decision criteria into a,4ngle rating scale

with explicit weights, (2) clarifying the relationship-between consid-

erations of need and considerations of proposal quality, (3) spelling

out in operational detail the processes for selecting grantees and

determining the.amounts of aid, and (4) broadening participation in
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the decisionmakingprotess and opening the process to greater 'outside

scrutiny. These:reforms tan,all be accomplithed by regulatory and

administrative action.

A.formula grant for bilingual education could cOnsist either of
qt.

a grant to states, withisubsequent distributioroccording to state-

designed formulas or at state discretion, or a direct formula grant

to tEAs. In either case, the,natural choice for the main need Indicator

'is a count of pupils from families with a primary language other than

English. (A count,of pupils with limited proficiency: in English would

be preferable in,theory, but would raise all the problems of measuring

performance and differentiating among levela of limited ftrOficiency.)

To previa undue diffusion of resourcep, the need indicator could be

defined relative to a high threshold, below which LEAs would not
.

qualify for aid. The references,to low income and ability-to pay in

the present,law'suggest that Congress might be willing to inClude an

equalization factor in'the formula, perhaps of.the same type now used in

Vocational EducatiOn.-
_

A key consideration affecting the Choice between-a formula grant

to states or to LEAs is the future of the service mandate to serve LEP

childten, noz embddied in the Lau Remedies. If that mandate develops
0

into a generi1 obligation of states to'serve their LEP,children

appropriatel , then it would be reasonable to limit the federal role-

to providing:formula granta.to.states to help them finance the federally

imposed obli ation. OtO6rwise, wih# the obligation not placed squarely

on the state , a direct formula grant to LEAs would be justified.

.THE NEW
t

EDUCATION BLOCK GRANT

Under E IA,Ch ter 2, more than 30 formerly separate categorical

programs:wer cotolidated into a single block grant to the states,

with.at least 80 perc t-of the money to be passed through to Wis.

Grants to states are'distribdted in the simRlest.manner pdssible:

allocation in proportion to each state's school-age population. The'

pass-through grants to lEy are (nominally) to be distributed acCording

to state-desighed formulas that allocate.funds primarily according to
e

enrollment, bt.t with an adjustment to reflect each LEA's tatentratioh



of certain types of "high-cost"children. These arrangements may he

faulted from the standpoints of both federalism and distributional eqdity.

/ ECIA Chapter 2,has been billed as a decentralizing move in education,

but this characterization is more correct with respect to control. over

program substance than.it is with respect to control over the distri,

butionof funds. Chapter 2 does decentralize in that it removes any

federal discretionary authority over the intrastate distribution of

, funds (such as the authority formerly exercised under ESEA.Title ,

On the other hand, Chapter 2 also relieves the states of the discretionary

authority that they enjoyed under such predecessor programs a ESEA

Titles II and IVC. That authOrity has now shifted to the freral level,

in that 80 peicent of the funds must be distributed to LEAs according

to formulas of a narrowly circumscribed, federally'specified type.

Moreover, states have- fewer formulajdesign options under Chapter 2
A

than they had under the similarly structured categorical program,

ESEA Title IVB. On halance, then, Chapter 2.does,not represent a clear

gain in a1Iocati4e authority for the states.

The new fund distribution mechanism set up for ECIA Chapter 2

lacks nearly all the pro-equity features identified in this-rePort. 4

The interstate distribution mechanism is extremely crude. It reflects

no attempt to define educational or financial need beyond counting'

pupils, recognizes no special-neeh subpopulations or differentials in

the Severity of educational problems, takes no account of interstate

differences in fiscal capacity, and dol not adjust for differences in

resource pricds or other cost factors. The intrastate distribution

mechanism replicates the shortcomings of its predecessors in Vocational

Education and ESEA Title IVB: states are to adjust the size of the .

allocation per pupil by taking into account the percentage of hieh-cost

children in each LEA, but nothing is said about how the-adjustment

should be made or how much extra weight should be given to the special-
- ,

need pupils. Consequently, if the experience of the earlier programs

is any guide, the exhortation to take the presence of high-cost children

into account is likely to have little effect on the intrastate distribution

of Chapter 2 funds.



Whether the intrastate dittribution rules are well designed is of'

'little real coniequence, howel.Ter,,since there is little probability

that such rules -whatever their,form-cOuld have'a significant effect

on the distribution Of resources among diStricts. There are so.many

permitted uses of Chapter 2 funds that the grantS are effectively

4

general aid. As sudh, they constitute only a 'tiny additionon'tfie

order of one percent to state-provided general aid for local school

districts': Each year, as states revise their own general aid formulas,

they are likely to Fake into account the presence of the Chapter 2 funds

and to adiust their own levels of funding and allocations accordingly.

It is very unlikely: consequently, that that there will be any discernible

effect f the federal block grant on theoverall distribution of funds
,

among LEAs, As in other areas where the federal financial contribution Is

small, it makes little sense for the federal government to prescribe

the intrastate-dist.ribution of its funds. Nothing would be lost

if Chapter 2 funds were simply.turned over to the states with no stip-

ulations concerning subsequent redistribUtion,

0

CONSOLIDATED GRANTS AND-GENERAL AID /
'The present bloat grint is but a pale shadow of the one that the

administratron proposed to the Congress. That larger consolidated/grant

would have incorporated within It the present compensatory education

and handicapped programs plus others of the remaining categorical grants.

The4categoricaX grant Structure,in elementary and secondaxy education

wodld,have been effectively wiped out, in favor of a single general-
(

purpose grant (or, in some versions, a pair of general=purpose.grants--

. one to states and the other to LEAs). Similar proposals for grant con-

solidation have been offered in the past but never accepted, .They
A

have received sufficiently serious consideration, however, that the

possibility canna* be ruled out that a future attempt will' succeed.

Alternatively, it is conceivable that in some future year, under

fiscal circumstances more conducive to new federal ventures, a proposal

for general federal aid to education will be accepted.by Congress. In
.

. either event, the issue wou;d arise of how a large amount of unrestricted
. .

. ,

federal aid for education should be distributed to states and LEAs.



The structural issUe pertaining to consolidated or general-purpose

aid is whether the'federal government,thould determine only the dis-

tribbtion among states, leaving the subsequent dittribution to LEAs to

state discretion, or prescribe both the interstate and intrastate

illocationd of funds. There are two main contiderations: one, the

jederal interest in,rhe district-level distribution, and two, the

government's ability to make its preferences effeCtiVe.

The federal government's primary distributional 'concern has been;

and will presumably continue tb be, with .the availability of extra

resources for special-need children--the poor) disadvantaged; handicapped,

and limited-English-proficient. 'In the context of an education block

grant, this concern wouldtranslate into an interest in seeing that
p

allocations of block grant funds are weighted in favor of districts,
-

.°4 with high concentrations of these types of children. The available ,

options, then, are to prescribe intrastate distribution formulas that

take these eoncentrations into account or to establish guidelines (more

effective than those of Vocational Education,or ECIA Chapter 2) that

require.states io take them into account in designing their own

distribution mechanfsms. A seconthry federal concern; the bounds of

which have never been well defined, is with school finance eqnity in

the traditional sense--that is, with interdistrict disparities>in

spending and the relationship of spending to local wealth. A decision

'in favor of a general aid program woUld.force the governnent to confront

the question Of general school finance equity more directly than it has

in the_past, and a decision to pursue that dimension of equity would

require federal involvement in the intrastate distribution process.

The government's ability to make its distributional preferences

effective would be limited under a general aid program by the same factor

that limits it under most current categorical program: the small scale-

of federal support relative to state support for the same purpose. A:

federal program deploying several billion dollars woad still be small

relative to state general aid- programs, Which amount, in the aggregate',

to more than $50 billion. Merely prescribing how the.federal funds

should be distribUted to districts would be ineffectual, since once again,

tttes could nullify the federal prescriptions bystaking ihem into account

as they distribute their own funds. Effective control can probably be

#
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achieved only by linking the federal general aid funds to the overall

distribution of combined,-federal and nonfederal resources. Two of the

more promising optiont.are (I) -to establish allocative standards that

'states must meet as a condition of eligibility for all ot part A

their general aid funds, or (2) to allodate.the federal funds as

incentive grants; wherein the amount of each state's grant would

depend on the degree to which its school finance syStem reflects the

federal priorities.

The federal interest in special-need' pogulations implies that
ft

the percentages of disadvantaged; handicapped, and LEP Children

should be major factors in the foimUle for distributing federal
e

ieneral aid among the states. A weigh ed-pUpil formule, allaiing

differential weights for each of those\categoties (and perhapsfor

subdivisions within them) would be the bbvibus allocetive Mechanism.
%

The present composition of federal,aid Would undoubtedly be used es

a base point for political bargaining over the relatiye weights to

be assigned to the different pupii categories. :It can be argued,
0

.however, that.the preeent mix uncierstateS the federal Tole with

respect to handicapped and LEP children, since that role is,now carried

out primarily through service mandates'rather than grants. A revision

of the weights in favor of those two groups Might therefore be in ordbr.

/ A major iSsue that would have to be resolved in' drawing.up the

interstate aid formula is Whether the federal program should equalize

for differences in state fiscal capacity. The premise that federally

protected categories of pupils sheruld be served without regard to

geographic location argues for2n equalization component, as does the

0

more general, albeit weak, federal interest in,equalization per se.

If accepted, thd prlikiple of equalization could eaeily be embedded

in the'system by nsof the usual inverse income faCtor ot,,preferably,

by writing a forMula of tbe capacity-equalizing type. Nevertheless,

interstate equalization would be a significant departure from past and

current practice in education (although not in the federal graht system

more generilly)4and it is by no means a foregone concltsion that Congress

would accept it as a guiding principle for general aid.

r
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NOTES
( I

1There is no one correct way to count,programs. The countvaries
6

=44 depending on whether one considers separate-appropriations, separate '

distribution mechanibms, or separate allocations of funds for specified

Purposes. Legislative practice in labeling programs varies from one
program area to Other; what would be a separate.program under one
statute appear y a "set -aSide" of funds fov.a particular purpoae
in another.

2
Theo,Edudation Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981 (ECIA)

contains two chapters. Chapter 1 corresponds to Title I ot the
Elementary and Secondary Education. Act (ESEA). It changes many pro-

, -visions of ESEA Title I but preserves the general purpose and the Efts-.
'tribution.mechanism of the earlier program. Chapter 2 authorizes the
new educatiom block grant to states, which encompasses and supersedes
numerous fotmerly separate.programs.,

P

3
.The.diStribution mechanism plays a,major role but does not wholly

determine what educatiOnal and f&scal lipnefits flow to different states
and localities. Other factors complicate the relationship betweeñ .
federal grants and educational services. Prominent among these factors
are the fiscal and allgcative ,Lmtrol mechanisms Of the federalprograms,
which help to determine how m4ch of a given federal grant will translate
into incremental educational\Spending (or tax relief) and how much will
translate into services for different categories.of pupils. The.effects
of grant provisions other th-e4 the distribution mechanists are beyond
the scope of this report.,

4
Obviously, concerns about federa itm in education encompass many

features of grant programs other than und distribution mechanisms.
For example, pie luestion of how author ty to determine instructional
strategies and settings under federal P ograms sh9ul4 be divided between
the federal government and the states is a federaliam issue, as is the
question of what role the states should'have in administering federal 0

programs.

5Alt ough this discussion refers only to the division of authority
between t1ie federal government and the states, it is conceivablt'that
questiona could arise concerning a three-way division of allocative
authorit'y among the federal,.state, and local, levels of goyernment.

r ,For example, under the Carter. Administrationi-s Youth Initiative,
.federal funds would have been.allocated to specific schools Within .

districts, This would bave raised the'issue of whether federal, state,
or local authorities should control the distribution of resources among
school buildings.

xa
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. Final,regulations for ECIA Chapter 2 .have recently been issued
(Federal Register, Vol. 47, No. 146, .July 29, 198257but they say
nothing about the key distributional issue "Under the blockigrant, hew

1 statqs will,be permitted to design their formulas for alltating
funds among LEAs. It remains to be seen how theiDepartmtn. Of

.Education will behave in approving or disapprov1kig proposed state
formulas.

.
7
All fe eral education statutes referred io in this paper other

than the EC 'are compiled in U.S. House of R presentatiVes, Committee.
on Education and Labor, A Compilation of Fed Iva Education Laws,
Volumes II and IV, March 1981. All regula ons referred to in the Paper
other than the ECIA regulations, are camp ed in the Code of Federal
Regulations, TitZe 45, revised Octobel' 80 (hereafter citedtvas 45 CFR).
Descriptionskof the ECIA and jts regu ions are derived from the
original entries in the Federal Reg er.

v,
8
The most extensive analysis af this type is Charles S.-Benson,

E. Gareth Hoachlander, and Robert Polster, Analysis of Distribution
Procedures Used by States to Distribute Federal Fumdefor VocationaZ
Education, Project on National Vocational Education Resources, ., I

University of California, Berkeley, December 1980.

9
Two important programs, Bilingual EdUcation and Emergency School

Aid (ESEA Title VI) have ambiguous status. Although the grants under
these programs are initially fbs-Peflods of no more than ihree.to five
years, there are explicit provisions'for extending them;in the_law. For
instance, very general criteria ok need that may be-usedto justify
extensions of'Dilingual Education programs are spelled out in see. 721(e), .

of the Bilingual Education Act. AccordUig to Departmentof Education
officials, continuous funding of LEAs is a cadmon practiCe under the.
.program.

10,A full description of the intergovernmental structure of grant
program would'have to cover many. other. aspects of the diVision f

authorityamcing levels of gavernmeni, including authOrity to se ect
target pupils, to determine modes Of servicei to decide on staf ing
mixes and staff qualifications,.and sO forth.

4

1lUnder the'ESEA Tit4e VI and Headstart programs, federal fo ulas
,

4re used to napportian" funda among States (i.e., to determine th
aggregate aid that must flaw to districts in.qadh state)4 but the,
actual grants are made directly to local agencies. ..

/

12
ESEA,Title C speeifies in full detail how funds shall be.dis-

1

tributed down eo the uoUnty level. It also prescribes the type sf
formula to be used in allocating aid to LEAs within each county b`u.;
ihe states discretion over a/minor aspect'of the distribution,process
the choice of a poverty indidatOr to use in the formula for.allocating 1.

,

funds,abiong LEAs within each county. f

fr
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13
Exceptions to this'pattern include the target-grou0 programs

under ESEA Title.I, part B that serve neglected-and delinquent children
and migrants. States have'been given broad allocative discretion under
these programs even though federally protected target groups are
Involved. The relatively small scale of these proframs and the diffi-

)
culty of developing.nationally applicable definitions of the target

..cd groups are two possible explanations of the federal decision noCto
prescribe the within-state distributioft of these funds.

14 .-
Exceptions to thii rule include the following discretionary grant

programb that support continuing services: the state-operated portion
of theflandicspped program, the state-operated programs under part B
of ESEA Title I, and the Adult Education program. The new block
grant program, ECIA Chapter 2, may provide an example of a program that
allocates formula grants to LEAs'for use partly to support special
'projects, but whether LEAs will use the funds..for limited duration
piojects or Continuing services remains to be seen.

V p

15 '

. As noted'earlier (fn. 12), the ESEA Title I/ECIA Chapter 1 formulas
full5vontrol the distiibution of funds to the county level but not

. s; the
LEA level. The of th Han cap d program control 75 percent
Of the available fun ain g 25 percentare distributed at state
discretion.

16
Impact aid.funds are distributed according to numbers of children

-whose parents live and work or live or work on federal property and
according to othetliudicators of the federal presence in an area. The 0

distribution'formula contains a Complex set of thresholds and proration
rules, designed to give priority to Articular indicatprs of need for
assistance in the egent of changes in the overall level 9f fundihg. The
details are spelled out in P.L. 874 and in related pieces of-).egisla- .

tipn. Because the Impact Aid program Is dissimilar to the other educa-
tion grant Obmgrams in purpose and,design and raises a series of
specialized issues, it is mentioned only in pasOing,in the remainder of
this paper.

17
An.apparent exceptiOn is the incentive grant portion of ESEA

Title I, which disti'lbutes fUnds in.relation to state spending for pro-
s,

aams similar,to Title I. However, one can take the view that the
incentive grant is apinor add-on ts the basic Title I formula, and
thus that the Title I formula as a Mlole, including the add-on, rellas
primarily an a petSOn count as the basis for allocating funds.

18
The act.1 formula distributes portions amounting to 50, 20, and

15 percent of the appropriation in proportion to e respective popula-
tion counts, and then distributes the remaini 15 ercent in proportion
to the'resulting entitlements. This results in appr m=ythe,weights
reported here (see Vocational Education Act, sec. 103( ) -

(
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The general formula for.ah adjusted proportional allocation)prOUla

,is G
i

gm Af
i
N'i/(Ef N ),where G

i
is the grant to Atate i, A is the.ii. .

j

tbtal appropriationfor the program, N
i
is the person count ib;\state i;

and f
i
is the adjustment factor for state i.

\,2 k

()The formula is nonlinear because two factors that enter Into it
in the form of a product both depend on the number of low4ncome
children --i.e., one factor is the number of low -inComethildren in,a*
.district L

i,
and the other is the proportion of low-income children in

excess sif a specified threshold 144/Ni -(L/N) (where Ni is the total
number of children in.ditirict l'iind (L/N) °is the threshold). The r

product is quadraticAn L.
o !

21The General Revenue Sharing foimula is a complex function of five-,
Variables: population, per capita incoie, state and local revenue, income
tax receipts, and the percentage of the population that is urban.. The
Community.Development-Block Grant formula allocates aid aCcordingto
three need indicators: population, housing overcrowding, and poverty.

22DesCriptions ofthe formulas used by all. 50 states to distril-die
general and categorical aid ta.LEAs may be-found in Esthtr O. Tron, 1
Public Shooi Finance Programs, 1978-79, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1980.

23
ESEA Title rv, sec. 422(a).

24_
vocational Education Act, sec.. 1061a)(5).

25
Education Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981, sec. 565(a).

26
ECIA Chapter 2 regulations, FederaZ Register, Vol. 47, No. 146,

July 29/ 1#82.

27
45 CFR, sec. 123a.30.

28_
-ESEA Title VII, part A, secs. 21(b?(4) and 721(b)(3)(A), and

45 CFR, sec. 123a.31.

29
43 CFR, sec. 183.45(d)..

30
45 CFR, sec. 185.45(e)(2).

31
45 CFR, sec. 1302.10.
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72
The lack of process specifications is less significant under Head-

.

start than under the aforementioned programs iledause the Headstart
legislation contemplates that the Headstrt agency selected:for ead4
area will'dontinue to operate the pro:grant' as long as.its performance is

,satisfactory; i.e., there is:no recurring selection process.

33
45 CFR, sec. 116d.40.

34
45 CFR, part 16211, subpart C.

35
45 CFR, secs. 121a.370, 121a.706.

36
45 CFR, sec. 134.40(b).

37
45 CFR, sec. 166a.51.

38
The state's power to,offset a distributi of federal aid that it

does not/iike depends an both the federal sh e of funding and the
degree to whidh,federal aid is skeWed towar ±tain recipients. If,

as is typically the case, the skewing is la i.e.,.per capita or per
pupil allocations do not vary by a large factor "among recipientsthe
state can influence the overall distrib tion even if the federal share
is relatiIely large. On the other han , if the federal distribution is
sharpl? skewed, as, e.g., inASilingua Education, where aid is concen-
trated in relatively few districts, en the state may be able to modify
but not undo he federally establis 4/distributional pattern.

a

39The states' 25'percent share of aid for the handidaPped is avail-
/ able 'for state administration\(up o 5 percenmeof the total) and'io pro-

vide "support services" and "direc services. The /atter servidei may
be pravided through LEAs (45 CFR, ec. 121a.370). For an analysis of
how states use their discretionary , .L.,94-142 funds and distribute some
of those funds to LEAs, see Margare A. Thomas, State AZiocation and
Management of P.L. 94-142 Funds, Thé Rand Corporation, N-1561-ED,
September 1980.

°ESEA Title I spedi4es that states shall not "take into consid-
eration" the availability of Title I funds when determining how to
allocate state aid among:LEAs; however, this prohibition is likely to
be unenforceable except in the most blatant cases. The reason is that
to know whether a state has taken federal aid.into account, one must
know what.the state would have done in the absence of aid. Except where
there is a

o
demonstrable state reaction to federal action--e.g., a cut-

back in state support in response to.,an increase in federal 'aid, or.
' unless state officials go on record about their intent to offset federal
aid, it is almost impossible to prove that a state is engaging in
offsetting behavior.

`:.$
,
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1For an in-depth analysis of cost differentials among different
categ ries of handicapped children and different iodes of treatment,
see J S. Kakalik et al., The Cost of Special Education, The Rand
Corporation, N-1792-ED, November 1981.

42_
uescriptions of state provisions for funding special education for

the handicapped ate deseribed in Esther 0. Tton, op. cit.

43's
ee Esther 0. 1ton, op. cit., for descriptions of state proVisions

for fundingcompensatory education programs and other programs aimed at
poor- and/or low-performing children.

.

,.. For aodiscussion'of political support at the state level for
compensatory education and special, education of the handicapped aid of
the likely consequencesof relaxed federal controli see Mary E. Vogel,
"Education Grant Consolidation: Its Potential Fiscal and Distributive
Effects," Harvard Edpcational Review,. V 1. 52, No. 2, May 1982,
PP. 169-188.

, 45
The local prope ty tax base, he standard measure of fiscal

.

ability ia school fin ce, is defta d differently by every state: This,
together with differefices in state assessment practices, makes it
impossible to construct a set of nationally comparable property value
data. Per capita income, a proxy for fiscal ability, is not available by
LEA and thus could only be used in an interstate distribution formula.

46
A large body of theoretical and empirical work ot thi.effects of

iatergovernmental grants has shown that federal grants are partly
subatituted for state and:local funds that would- otherWise have been
provided for the prograM tn question. It is frequently found tn
empirical studies that only a Minor fraction of aid translates tato increased
spending, Thus, it is unrealistic to assume that the distribution QE
le4eral aid is simply supertmpoted upon.apredeterminedfdistribution-
of state'and local, funds. For a recent review of the literature on the
fiscal.effects of grants,.see Mun Clsang and Henry M. Levin "The
Impact of Intergovernmental Grants on.Educational Spending," Institute
for Research on Educational Finance and Governance, Stanford University,
July 19-82.

47
There is a precedent for establishment offederal standards con-

cerning the distribution of nonfederal education dollars in the
provision of P.L. 94-142 that requires states to provide "appropriate"
educational services for all their handicapped pupils, but,this standard
setting stops short of quantifying "appropriate" services in terms of
either funding or resource inputs. Standards of equity, as suggested
here, would have to be quantified to be enforceable, and this would
constitute a significant extension of federal control.

1 0 6
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48Th e incentive grant provision of ECIA Chapter 1 (preseatly not
funded) links the amount of federal aid to the ZeveZ of state funding'
for programs "similar" to the federal compensatory education program.
The incentive suggested here would link the amount"of'aid to the
method by which state fundg are distributedCfor instance, a state
might receive a specified percentage increment in aid if it agrees to
distribute its own funds according to the tederal-formula.

49
The Vocational 6.ucation funding meChanism.t.is evaluated in Benson,

Hoachlander, and Polster, op. cit.; the ESEA Title IV mechanism is
evaluated in Lorraine M. McDonnell and Milbrey W. McLaughlin, Program
ConsoZidation and the Stdte Role in ESEA TitZe IV, The.Randl Corporation,
R-2531-HEW, April 1980.

50McDonnell and McLaughlin, op. cit., pp. 5-7.

benson, Hoachlandet, and Polster, op. cit.

52The actual process of defining the Title I target group is much
more complicated than this simple statement suggests. Although Title I

funds are earmarked for schools with "high concentrations of low-income

childred," LEAs have considerable discretioneover where to draW the

low-income cut-off point. Also, low income is defined only in relation

to the average income level of each LEA. Therefore, the low-incoMe

ciiterion can mean very differehethings in different districts.
Further, although Title I funds are intended to serve "educationally
deprived7 children within the target schools, SEAs and LEAs hve wide
discretion to choose their own definitioria of deprivation and to.

establiah the cut-oft points. Consequently, neither "law income" nor
"educational deprivation" has a uniform meaning across' LEAs, much less

across states.

53the possibility of introducing educational performance as an

allocation criterion, either in addition to or ins ead of the present

'low-income cr#erion.has been extensively studied; ee, e,g., National.

Instiyte of Education, Rising Achievement Test Scores to Anwate .

Title / Funds, U.S: Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1977.

There have alSo been ,repeated attempts in Congress to incorporate an

educational achievement.factor into the formula, but these have always

been defeated: The present-arrangemeht,low incomq_as the criterion

for-allocating funds to. states,_LEAs, and schoo1s7)and educational ,

o deprivation as the,criterion for selecting pupilst-represents'a deli-

cate compromise between thaggwho saw Title I at mainly an eduCational
improVement program.and those Nho viewed it mainly.as a programof

finincial aid for poor, urban, or'heavilY minority districts.

5 4
0

Vor examples of the weights assigned to different categories of_

handicapped Pupils by different states, see Tron, op. cit. (especially

the entry for Florida).
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P 55
J. S. Kakalik et al., The Cost of Education: Summary of Study

Findings, The Rand Corporation, R-2858-ED, November 1981.
\

56
The problem 1A.ciqveloping a national weighted-pupif formula is

not only that.differqnt tates assign different weigifts to the same ,

category of handicap; but so that different states categorize their
handicapped pupils into dif ent and.incapatible sets of categories.
It might not be pOssible to genethe sufficient 4Upport forany single
weighting icheme to permit its incorporation into a federal formula.

5 ?There is a curious relationship between, the targeting provisions
of the new block grants and those of the antecedent categorical programs.
Although the latter were aimed it specific purposes And, in some cases,
specific categoriestexhildree, their kunds were distributed accord-.
ing to such-generariteriads school-age population (or on 9, dis-
cretionary basis,- ai in the.important case of ESEA Title VI): The
block grant, in contrast, is aimed at broad purpos4s, but concentra-
tions of various types of "costly to-serve" pupils are supposed to be
takeeinto account in distributing i4 funds. The implicit target
group for ESEA Title-VI, children in desegregating districts, was not
mentipned in the block grant legislation, but theregulations were
recently reinterpreted to.include such children in the."Costly to serve"'
category (Final Regulations for'ECIA Chapter 2, Federal'ARegister, -

op.,cit.). 'At present, then, there are- a number of specific need indi-

cators that states are supposed to take into account in distributing
funds.to their LEAs.--more than there Were in the antecedent fecle"ek'

.

formulas--but.in sharp contrast, no need indicator other than school-age
population is to be used in distributing blockgrant fünd among the .

.-.states.

58
Ideally, ane would infer the appropriate weights from knowledge

of-the relative amounts of resources required to produce equivaler5
results for different categories of children, but unfortunately research on
resource-outcome relationshipein education has not progressed nearly
far enough to'provide estimates ofthese, ratios. In practice, weights
have been derived from (A) exper(judgments concetnine desirable ser
vices for different categories of special-need pufirs, (b) analyses o
the relative costs -of current services (as,in Kakalik et al., op. ci .),
4nd (c),politicaljudgments, such as underlie the conclusions.of ce ain
state legislatures thet each disadvantaged pupil should generate a-
certain multiple (e.g., 1.25,or 1.5) of the aid allowed for each
"regular" pupil.

59The multiplicative type of adjusted proportional allocation-
formula, as.used in ECIA Chapter 1 and Vocational Education, is
inflexible in thaethe product form forces each factor to enter into
the forMula with'an. elasticity of +1 or -1. . These.multiplicative
formulas could be made more flexible by allbwing for other e;asticities--
i.e., allowing formulas of the type Aid kXaYb, where a ana-b are'
exponents applied to allocation Eectors X and Y. -There seem to be no
cases, however, in which such exponential (or logarithmic) functions arq
used to distributelederal grants.

1, J
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60
The requirement that all Children be served "appropriately" seems

to call for statewide minimum levels of service,. While this by no
means implies equality of service, it doed imply some limitation on the
range of disparities in service within each state. Although each state
is free to define "appropriate services" for itself, the likelihood
that a state's definition would be challenged in court ifA.t fell below
minimum professional Standards means that there is Also/a constraint,
4beit an indirect and uncertain one, on the range of service variations
adong states.

61_
The procedural requirements include requirements for screening

and evaluation of children and the requirement that an individual
educational plan (LEP) must be developed for each child and approved br
the parent. ThAs is backed up by a variety of "due ptocess" provisions
for use by dissatisfied parents. These provisions come into play once a
child is identified as handicapped, and the cost ,to the district of
serving that child depends on the outcome of the IEP process.

6 2ESEA Title I requires that projects must Ce "of sufficient size,,
scope, and quality to give reasonable promise of substantial progress
toward meeting the special educational needs of the children being
served" (sec. 124(d)). The regulations stipulate that to satisfy this
requirement, Title I services must be "concentrated on a sufficiently
limited numbercof services.for a sufficiently limited number of
children. . . ." (45 CFR, sec. 116a.22(b)(5)). Many states have adopted
requirements concerning minimum expenditures of Title I funds per
participant, and, historically, funds have been concentrated on half
or fewer of the potentially eligible.pupils instead of being spread among '

the entire eligible population.

.63Thatrationale for considering the concintration of disadvantaged
pupils is that the educational problems facing a school or an LEA
increase more than proportionately with increases in the percentage of
disadvantaged pupils in the student body. The present concentration
grant provision of ECIA Chapter 1 waS added to the compensatory educe,-
tion program to respond to this problem, but the concentration factox
is considered.only in allocating a.small amount of earmarked conCen-
tration grant money* not in allocating the main body-of Chapter 1
funds. The present concentration giant formula opeiates by counting
low-income children in excesa of a specified numerical or percentage
threshold rather than by adjusting the low-income count by the con7
centration rate. The adjustment method would produce a more continuous
formula without an arbitrary cut-off point.

64The multifactor, multiadjustment formula is writttn (in the case

of two need indicators and two adjustment factors),

A(k
1
N + k

2
N
2i

)(1 + wlfli +,142f2i)

Gi E(k N + k N-.)(1 + wlflj + w2f2j)
1 lj 2 lj

1 14)
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where kl and kiareyeights that apply to the need factors N/ and N2

(e.g., persOa counts) aad and w2 are weights tha t apply to the

adjustment factors fl and f2.(e.g., economic characteristics of states

or localities).

65
Federal activities in support of equalization have included a pro-

'gram of grants to help"states deVelop school finance equalization plans,
programs of equalization research sponsored hy the National Institute
of Educa.tion and the National Center for ,Educational Staiistics, and
inclusidn in the Impact Aid Program of a provision that allows states
to treat Impact Aid funds like local revenues in calculating state aid
entitlements, provided that the atate formulas meet certain standarda
of iquity.

66
The allot4nt ratio is defined as 1 - 5(Yi/YN), where Yi is the

per.capita income of the state in question and YN is per capita income
an the nation, but permitted values of the ratio are limited to the
range from 0.4 to 0.6. Thus, a state with 1.5 times the national
average per capita income, which would be assigned an allotmant ratio
Of .25 under the basic formula, is instead assigned a ratio of .40 under -

the constraint

67
Federal grant programs.that use personal income as a factor in

distributing funds are tabulated in Advisory Commiision on /etergovern-
mental Relations, Categorical Grants:. Their Role and Design, Report
A-52, Washington, D.C., 1977, Table -TV741.

68
A majcii Case in point is the General Revenue Sharing program,

which, unlike education grant programs, has explicit redistributive
elements. Even so, the richest state receives about one-half as much
aid per capita as does the poorest state. la contrast, a Canadian
revenue-sharing prograd, aimed specifically at closing gaps in fiscal
capacity between the richer and poorer provinces, allocated no aid at
all to provinces above a certain cut-off point on the scale of fiscal
capacity. Such a strong and explicit form of equalization has never
been accepted by the U.S. Congress.

69
The typical state foundation program determines the amount of aid

per pupil to each LEA-by the formula Vi = F - roVi, where Gi is the
amount of aid per pupil, Vi = property Value per pupil, re, is an arbi-
trarily set "computational tax rate," representing the required local:
effort, and F is the "foundation amount," which represents the state-
guaranteed level of support. It would not be feasible for the federal
government to employ such a formula directly because property value data
are not comparable among states, but it would be feasible to use an
analogous formula, based on per capita income rather than property,
-value, to equalize among states.
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70
The power equalizing ar guaranteed tax base formula, now in use in

a numbIF of states, has the form G r(V0 - V),-where G is aid per pupil,
V is tile valdf of assessed property per pupil in the district ia ques-
tion,.V0 is the guaranteed tax base (also expressed in terms of property
value per pupil), and r is the tax tate of the aid recipient. In
effect, each grantee is able to raise revenue ap if it had a'tax base'
at least equal to Vo. The rate at which the grantor matches spending
by the granted is Vo/V - 1; this rate varies In an inverse relationship
to V. An analogous fortula,based on per capita income could conceivably
be used by the federal government to equalizeteducational spending among
states.

11n addiiion to equalizing resources by distributing aid, the
federal government can also exert an equalizing influence_by mandating
certain levels Of, servide for target--group pupils, as it has for the
handicapppd. By requiring states to,serve alltheir handicapped pupils
"appropriately," P.L. 94-142 has, in a very rough'sense, built a floor
under the level of support for special education that a state can
accept ih any of its districts. In Ehis respect, the service mandate
is equalizing. If the mandate were quantified--i.e., if a sPecific
minimum Level of services were required--the equalizing effect would
naturally be more visible, as well as much stronger.

72
For4a review and critique of attempts to develop intrastate cost

indices, see Stephen M. Barro, Educational Pl,ice Indices: A State-of-
the-Art Review, AUI Policy Research, Inc., Washington, D.C., March 1981.

73
Note that a double adjustment would be required in the compensa-

tory education formula to offset cost differences among the states:
first, the.poverty level would have to-be adjusted for cost ef living
differentials; second, the amount Of aid per pupil would have to'be
adjusted to reflect differences in the cost of education.

74
For a summary of the matching requirPments of a large number of

federal grant programs, see Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, op. cit., Chapter V, including appendix tables.

75
This is not meant to imply that it would be desirable to distribute

these grants solely according to counts of target-group children but
only.that formulas similar to those of the present formula-grant programs
could be applied to funds now distributed by discretionary processes.

76
In 1981, Congress direC6d the Secretary of Education to prepare

"a report setting forth recommendations on the methods of converting,
not later than July'l, 1984, the bilingual education program from a
discretionary grant program to a formula grant program to serve students
of limited English proficiency and recommendations on whether or not
such,conversion would best serve the needs of such students" (Sec. 731(f)).
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77
This.refers to the basic capacity-building giant componenrOf

. the bilingual education,grant program. Another program component funds
demonstrations of innOvative methods.Of serving limited-Edglish-proficient
children.. There is no intention in this discussion to challenge the
discretionary status of the latter component.

78
The U.S. Supreme Court decision in Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563,

(1974)i upheld the federal governmentinterpikation of Title VI
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to ths effect that no student cad be
excluded from participation in .educational programs because he or she
cannot speak the language of,instruction. Pursuant tothiS
the government in 1975 isdued the "Lau Remedies"--a document. speCifying
the types of services that LEAS-must proVide to satisfylitle'Vl and'

1the court's ruling. Formal reguiatiOns containing revised guidelines
for services to libite&Xnglish-proficientpupils were issued hyth4'
outgoing Carter administration in 1980 but rescinded.by the Reagan
admidistration in 1981. Thus, the informal "Lau Remedies remains
the operative docUment for defining "appropriaie" services to such
PuPils.

79
Unpublished Department of Ed tion data.

80
U.S. Department of Education, "Evalu tion of Formula Approaches

to the Distribution of Funds Under Title VII of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act," 1982: (This is the report prepared in response
to the mandate cited in fn. 76.)

81
There is a conspicuous disjunction between the allocation criteria

stated in the Bilingual Education Act and the selection%criteria in the
regulations (see Chapter II for specific language). The former emphasize
needs for services, while the latter assign only 15 points on a scale of
110 to Criteria 'of need and 95 points to criteria of project quality.
The situation is confused, however, because additional factors to be
taken into account in the allocation process, but not included in the
rating scale, also emphasize need. What the actual ibalance is between
the need criteria add the quality criteria cannot be determined from the
formal legal framewórk.

,82.
Unpublished Department of Education data.
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